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GOOD BALANCE IN 
FAVOR OF TOWN
Phillips Well Satisfied With Pres­
ent Board of Officers.
Affairs hinging a noun <1 town meet­
ing seem to be very quiet bluis year. 
Mptnimurnbly the causevof this is the 
Utiefied feeling that aHl have as re­
gards th© town’s b-usiime-ss the past 
year, and the feeling that the present 
officers will serve to the satis-fiaotior 
of all, as in the past year.
With ail debts paid there is a bal­
ance in favor of tlie town o f  $6,624.55 
whdicli is a remarkably good allowing 
and the officials as wel'l as tlie vot­
ers should feel a just pride at tlie 
financial standing of the town.
Tlie hope has been expressed that 
the board of selectmen now serving, 
Messrs. J. Blaine Morrison, Norman 
E, Butler and Charles Wlieeler will 
be retained for the coming year, bant 
it has been intimated tliat Chairman 
pontoon will not be a candidate for 
re-election.
BAD ACCIDENTS 
IN LUMBER CAMPS
Enjoy Local Orchestra— Men’ s
League Have Many Interest­
ing Topics
(Special Correspondence.) 
Rangeley, March 8.— Mrs. Nettie
Nash of Jackman is in town, called 
by the Him ess of her mother, Mrs. 
Cordelia Oakes.
The Sunday meetings, of the Men ’s
class are very interesting. Last Sun­
day the question regarding _ the “ En­
forcement of tlie Liquor Law” was dis­
cussed. In the near future it is ex­
pected to have a lecture on health 
and hygiene illustrated with glides 
from the Health Department of the 
State. Every week live topics of 
local interest are discussed by this 
organisation.
Prank N. Harris was out from 
Savage’s camip flue past week, recup­
erating from a severe cold. Tuesday 
he toft for Salem-, where he will 
spend a few days with his family, 
who are spending the winter there.
Mrs1. Lero Toot'haker returned from 
a 10 weeks’ visit with Iher parents 
at Limestone.
Wm. Tomlinson (has closed out his 
trucking business to Vose & Mys- 
hraHL Who will continue the business 
in its former up-to-date and efficient 
manner.
Mrs. Guy Hinkley and daughter, 
Lois of Hehrcn are guests of relati­
ves in town.
John Shield®, a native of Prince 
Edward Island was killed March 2nd 
while at work at Savage’s lumber 
camp. His skull was badly crushed 
and hi® neck broken by a falling log. 
He was about 31 years of age. O. 
R. Rowe wa® summoned to take 
charge of the body, after which the 
remain® were sent to hi® former 
home.
March 5th, another frightful acci­
dent occurred at tine same camp. 
James- Lee, while driving a pair of 
horses was s'luioed down the moun­
tain. resulting in his own death and 
that o f both horses. It i® under­
stood that this wag the last load to 
be taken down,, after which the 
team was to be transiferred to an­
other camp. The unfortunate man’s 
back was broken and death ensued 
before the injured man reached Mt. 
View. The remains were sent to 
New Brunswick, accompanied by htis 
brother, Aleck Lee. Hi® age was
SURPRISE GIVEN
MISS RUSSELL
Miss Noble Hostess at a Delightful 
Supper Party.
HOTEL BLANCHARD
STRATTO i MAINE
In the center of the Fish and Game 
Section. Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD, 
STRATTON M AINE. E. H. GROSE. Prop.
PLEASANT ISLAND CAM PS
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex­
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates 
for June, October and November. 
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., 
Pleasant Island, - - Maine
I M o u n t a in  V i e w  H o u s e  f
| Mountain Yiew, Maine
For farther particulars write or address
| L .  E .  B O W L E V ,
1 Mountain Yiew, « * * Maine.|
A charmingly appointed supper was 
eiven by Miss Kathleen Noble at her 
horn© last Saturday evening in hon­
or of tlie birthday of Mis® Emma 
Russell.
Supper was served at 8 o'clock wlitl 
covers for eight. The menu was 
delicious and most daintily served. 
The table was very attractive with 
lighted candles- and hyacinths and 
the place cards fbor-e an original 
appropriate to each guest.
Seated at the table were Miss
Emma Russell, the guest of honor,
the Misses Geargin-e Wiiibair, Ger­
trude Grant, Marguerite Gerald, Miir- 
iam Brackett, the hostess, Miss
Noble and! Hon. and Mrs. N. P. 
Noble.
The affair was given as a surprise 
to Mis® Russell anil the plan worked 
out perfectly.
compliments on their work and we 
are -gilad to have a local orchestra of 
such marked ability.
At the annual town meeting the 
following officers were elected: Mod­
erator, H. A. Furbish; cil'erk, J. Sher­
man Hoar; treasurer, Q. R. Rowe; 
selectmen, C. L. Hamden, Austin 
Hinkley, Sylvadar Hinkley; member 
of -school board, E. I. Herrick; con­
stables, Walter Davenport, Frank C. 
Porter, A. E. Blodgett. The usual 
appropriation® ware made and things 
passed off in a quiet manner.
EntwistlLe Lodge I. O. O. F. enter­
tained the Rebekahis Friday evemimg 
at -a joint roll call, after which an 
entertainment consisting of two 
farces was well presented by Odd 
Fellow talent. A bountiful supper I 
of cold -sliced ham, potato, chips, 
"bread, salads, cake, fruit and- coffee 
was served and the evening will long 
be remembered with pleasure by all.
Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and 
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office 
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars 
and other information, write / '
ED. G R A N T  (SL S O N  C O .,  P .  O . A d d r e s s ,  G r a n t  s  M e .
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
Mountali
Main*B A L D  M O U N T A I N  C A M P S  B * ld
Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the foot o f Bald Mountain on M oosel^krae- 
(antic Lake. Near the best fishing: (rounds. First class Auto
road to camps—Telephone connections—T w o mails daily Write foi free circular. 
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r., Bald Mountain, Maine
Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region
AS A HUNTING RESORT
JOLLIFICATION 
MEETING IN AVON
Town Debt Wiped Out After 40 
Years— Officers Elected.
PHILLIPS NATIONAL 
BANK ROOMS
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access 
nd nearly all the camps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small - game are very 
abundant.
Non-resident bunting license fee only S I5.00
Write the Sa n d y  R iv e r  & R a n g e l e y  L a k e s  R a il r o a d  for 
booklet with map.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager, Phillips, Maine
about 48 yea-ra. .
Mir. and Mrs. H. C. Riddle and 
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Badger left 
Tuesday morning for Boston where 
they win spend the next 10 days.
E. I. Herrick was in Farmington 
Thursday on business-.
Mrs. Ed West has returned from 
Lewiston much improved in health, 
after undergoing an operation at tlie 
Central Main© General hospital1.
A, M. Hoar and crew, Saul Cal­
l-ins, J. C. Porter, D. E. Hinkley and 
Jclin Madden left Wednesday morn­
ing for Langtown, where they will 
erect a storehouse on-d other build­
ings for tlie lumber company.
Tlie fallowing story is told by 
Janies Stewart, eook at Hun,toon & 
Adams’ comps and vonohed for by 
Alvin Trundy, cookee. One day re­
cently they cooked and prepared one 
turnip for a dinner to wthioh 30 men 
sat down and at the Close of the 
meal a portion c-f the vegetable re­
mained. “ Some tuirniip” was re­
marked. “ Yen bet,” -replied Jim. 
“ It weighed over 12 ponnds and, was 
raised in the garden of Ohas. Adams 
at Dallas.”
Miss Faye Worthiey left Monday 
morning for Portland to consult a 
physician.
Wend ha® been received from, Dr. 
and Mrs. A. iM. Ros®, who have been 
-enjoying a trip to Florida, that they 
expect to sail March, 13th, arriving 
home about March 20th.
Water in the postofilce cellar 
caused some annoyance to the occu­
pants rising to sucthi a (height a® to 
'interfere with, the (heating -of thie 
building and necessitated several 
hours- of pumping to remove.
Mrs. Isaiah Taylor is reported a-s 
being more comfortable and abllie to 
sit up- for a -short time.
The Jolly Twelve met this tost 
week with- Mrs-. Geo. Rriid-gham, sev­
en members being present. The aft­
ernoon was occupied with the uisual 
work. Refreshments of beef loaf, 
cottage cheese, club biscuit, sugar 
and molasses cookies, caramel cake, 
tea and- coffee were served. The 
next meeting will be held with, Mrs. 
G. iM, Carttoton.
Mrs. Orris Vose is* at The Tavern 
for a few days.
Thursday evening Lake View Tem­
ple No. 14 enjoyed a roll call, -W h lid h  
was well attended-. The Senior Pas-t 
Chiefs were the guests of honor. Re­
freshments of punch, fancy crackers 
and homemade candies were served. 
The program consisted of ®evenal 
contests- which were " very amusing 
and created much. fun. To date the 
Carnation Pinks are ahead in the 
attendance contest.
Monday afternoon the boys of the 
High school attended town meeting 
and the young ladies went on a 
snow-shoe trip.
Mrs. Albert Carieton has returned 
home after spending the past month 
with Mr. Carieton at c-arn-p.
The Elite Da-noe orchestra held a 
social dance at Furbish hall, Mon­
day evening, which was well1 attend­
ed. Thie orchestra received many
Officers Now Doing Business in 
Commodious New Quarters
The officers of tlie Fliilliips- Nation­
al Bank, which, has been undergoing 
repairs since last October, are now! 
nicely located in their new and 
comm,odious quarters, and there is n o ! 
question b-ut what this is as- fine a 
suite cf banking rooms as can b e 1 
found anywhere. All- materials used 
were of the -best that could be pur- j 
chased, and the townspeople should j 
feel a just pride in hawing such a 
fine building in town.
There was an addition cf 20 feet 
made in the near of the building, J 
and they now have the convenience 
of a good sized pnblic space, banking 
room- directors’ room, toilet, closet -9 I
and vault.
The rooms are all- finished in the 
western quartered oak, and. the door 
and window casings are fluted oak. 
The walls are -painted in the flesh 
mellow tone to (harmonize with- the 
wood finish. The floors are of 
quartered oak, varnished and rub-bed 
down fonr times and the floor is pro­
tected with two feet rubber tracking. 
Plate glass windows are used through 
out and handsome oliandieJl-ers with 
tbe semi direct lighting hang from 
the ceilings with wall lights in ad­
dition.
The shades -are In a special paint­
ed green with sash curtains of Vel­
our. New desks, tables, etc., have 
been ordered in oak to match the 
finish of the rooms.
The additional' room in tlie cellar 
will also he appreciated as there is 
one vault there and 12 large cup­
boards the length of tlie cellar built 
to take care of the overflow of sup­
plies, fil-es, etc. These cupboards
are dust proof. Both vaults ore built 
in the modem style and are all steel 
metal shelving. The cellar walls
and floor are of cement.
Dr. E. C, Higgins, who occupies 
the rent -over the banking room®, nov 
has three additional room®, making 
it a most convenient and up-to-date 
office. These rooms have all1 been 
newly painted and papered.
The architect was Harry Coombg
cf Lewiston; the contractors-, Noyes 
& Campbell of Angnsta and the con­
tract of heating and plumbing was 
sublet by them to English & Dolfliiv- 
er of Lewiston. The decorators were 
Robinson & Austin of Farmington, 
and tlnejyork done by Fred Robinson 
a-lw-ayssipeaks for itself.
Tlie work from s-tart to finish lias 
been done in a thorough and first- 
ctoss manner and those having the 
different branches of work in charge 
can feel gratified with the result, 
and the owners are to be congratu­
lated on their progressive spirit.
Fortunate Accident.
"That there least boy of mine, Bear­
cat, Ltkes after his maw’s mother,” 
stated Mr. Gap Johnson of Rumpus 
Ridge. “It’s a lucky thing that he 
wasn’t born a two-headed boy, or he’d 
shore battle himself to death.”—Kan­
sas City Star.
Avon, March 6.—There was a good 
sized crowd at the Avon town meet­
ing and tlie voters, had the satis,faction 
of seeing the last bond burned after 
the meeting.
Hon,. Joel Wilbur gave a short 
talk cn till© origin of the town debt 
and the struggle for over 40 years to 
pay It and he said lie was glad to 
have lived to see tlie town debt en­
tirely wiped out.-
The officers chosen were: Mod­
erator, Hon,, Joe-1- Wilbur; clerk, C.
L. Beal; selectmen, E. A. Peary, 
Morris Toothiaker, F. A. Phillips; 
treasurer, j .  a . Norton; school b-oard, 
J. A. Norton; constable and collect­
or, J. A. Norton.
The following sums of 
were raised:
Support of School®,
Text Books,
High School-,
Repairs of Sohoalliouses,
Amount -Overdrawn,
Town Charge,
Town Officers,
Poor,
Highways,
Snow Bills, ’
Abatement,
Memorial,
State Road,
Maintenance,
money
$650 
• 50 
100 
50 
50 
75 
450 
150 
1100 
200 
7
10
300
50
EDW ARD P. V IL E S  OF SKO W HE-  
GAN DIES SUD DENLY.
Skowhegan, Feb. 27.—Hon. Edward 
Payson Vales of Skowhegan, the wide­
ly known Somerset county lumber­
man, passed away suddenly and with 
little warning at his home here 
early thiis morning. Death resulted 
from a shock. For many years Mr. 
Vil-es has been a -prominent figure 
in the business, political', and social 
life .of central Maine and though lie 
would have reached his 74 th birthday 
in May, he was active in alt his in­
terests u-p to the moment of hlis un­
expected illness'. He is survived by 
one s-cn, Hon-. Bl-aine S. V-iles of 
Augusta.
■ Edward Payson Viiles was bora in 
Flagstaff, May 4, 1842. Early in- his 
business'*-life he interested himself 
in .lumbering operations and was for 
many years extensively engaged in 
lumbering in Maine. His- first pub­
lic office was that of pb-stmaster at 
New Portland, a position which he 
held for 12 years. He was deputy 
sheriff of Somerset county for six 
years, and later was elected high 
sheriff cf the county, serving for- six 
years.
In 1893 he moved from New Port­
land to Skowhegan,. He was presi­
dent of the Dead River Log Driving 
Co. for more than- a score of years. 
His fraternal- affiliations -were with 
Northern Star lodge, Free and Ac­
cepted Masons-; Royal Arch Masons; 
DeMoiay commamdery, No. 10, 
Knight® Templar, and Kora temple, 
Mystic Shrine. He married Ada A. 
Spooner of New Portland-, wiho died 
several years ago.
Mr. Vile® was a leader in business 
and politics and his friends are num­
bered in -almost every section of the 
state.
CALL FOR CAUCUS
The Republican voters- of the town 
of -Phillips are requested to meet at 
the Engine House in s-aid town, Sat­
urday, M-aircili 11, A. D., 1916, at two 
o ’clock p. in., for the purpose cf 
choosing four delegates and four al­
ternates to attend the Republican 
State Convention to be held in City 
Hall, Portland-, Maine, March 23, 1916 
at ten o ’clock in the forenoon.
Also to- ch-cos-e a town- committee 
for tlie next two years and- to tran­
sact any other business that may 
properly com© before said meeting.
Per Order Republican- To-wm. Com­
mittee.
B. F. Beal, Chairman.
J. Blaine Morrison, Secretary.
Dated at Phillips, Maine, this first
day of March, A. D., 1916.
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MUSEUM EXHIBIT 
TO WASHINGTON
Collection of Maine Fish for Com­
mittee Room.
In accordance with, the order of 
the governor and council the State 
Museum collection which it was vot­
ed to place in the fisheries commit­
tee room of United States Senator: what meat I had, had gone by the
what there is in canned soups and 
that its precious little. I had de­
cided to spend the winter as cheap­
ly a® possible and therefore had re­
tired to my camp in the Laurentiaai 
nxountainis, situated on Lac Long, 
one of the most beautiful sheets of 
water in these mountains and full 
of Satvelduus fontiinali®. I had 
brought ail necessary provisions but 
r.ot much meat as I counted on kill­
ing a deer an, deer season which 
would last me until spring. Well,
Charles F. Johnson at Washington 
was started from Augusta, Wednes­
day afternoon of Hast week by ex­
press. Curator Thomas A. James, 
who is to look after the proper plac­
ing of the exhibit at the committee 
rooms left Augusta on the 4.07 train 
Thursday afternoon for Wasbiiaigtoin.
beginaiing of December, also sundry 
rabbits and some of the habitants’ 
gait pork, which latter however did 
not agree with, miy system. Partridges 
were scarce this season arid I was 
soon sick of eating raJb'bit all the 
time. I had spent many a day 
looking for the elusive White tail hut
The exhibit contains) a six-pound j with the exception c f finding a few 
fialmon mounted under glass, a most | tracks, several hours eld, I had 
beautiful specimen with handpaiinhed j  neyer got nearer m,y goal, 
background, the Work of Curator 
James; a four pound trout, repres­
ented as hanging on a birch, tree,, 
also under glass; a 22-point moose- 
head, a beautiful specimen, also a
Gradually I accustomed mlysalf to 
a diet of canned soups; macaroni,, 
Lentils rice, etc., varied with stew­
ed prunes and apples and forget a- 
bout meat altogether, except on rare
36-point deer head, unmounted, one j occasions when I dreamed I was 
of the record specimens of the state, j  having dinner at the “Windsor’’ in 
In addition to these specimens | Montreal and eating venison, steak 
there is also being forwarded) to j which is one of my favorite dishes.
Washington to form part of the 
same exhibit by the Maine Central 
and Banger & Aroostook railroad sev­
eral fine photographist of sporting 
camp and fliSh; and game scenes along 
the line cf these roads. The entire 
exhibit will be placed in the (rooms 
of the fisheries committee of which 
Senator Johnson is chairman.
Shah an exhibit cannot fail to he 
of great value to the State of Maine 
as a means of advertising the state, 
being thus placed in an important 
committee room Where so many 
people come in the course of the 
year. When they ore placed in the 
same discriminating and attractive 
manner that characterizes Curator 
Jamies’ placing of the exhibits in, the 
State museum they cannot fail to 
’have a powerful impression upon 
people of other parts of the country 
as regards Maine’s fish and game re­
sources.
M E A T  A T  LAST
Experiences at a W inter Camp In 
the Laurentians.
For three weeks I had been living 
witheut a scrap of meat except
The next day I would feel such, a 
craving for meat that I would pick 
up my old Lee Enfield again and 
spend the whole day in the bush on 
snow shoes or skids, still hoping, for 
the coveted priize; but luck was, not 
with me.
One morning about the middle of 
December, I heard a shot across the 
lake in my own bush and a while 
later an Indian of the nearby re­
serve came across the lake, drag­
ging a doe, he hod just killed,. Irony 
of fate, on my own property; He 
told me there were three deer to­
gether and I could not miss the 
tracks of the other two. I picked 
up my rifle, rammed a few cartrid­
ges fin the magazine, put on, my 
snowishoes and set out immediately, 
putting a handful of dry prunes Into 
my pocket fer sustenance,. I found 
the tracks very scon, a buck and a 
doe, but they had been going at an 
awful pace. After a mile or so 
they hod slowed down a little but 
had not stopped. I followed right 
on., determined that it was now or 
never; here was my chance at last. 
I know these mountains well enough 
not to get lost even should it—what’s 
that?—Snow! Well it did snow. It
started easy and my hope was net 
easily affected,. I went faster and 
it snowed faster; great big Decem­
ber flakes,. The tracks were still 
easily discernible, they were not go­
ing so fast now but there was, a big 
burned patch cn top of the mountain 
and they were making for that. I 
hoped they would not, but they 
did, and it was getting so dark and 
I was getting so weary. There was 
no possible means to ’ cut them off 
and the snow kept on coming down 
in pail fulls. I came to the edge 
of the burnt land but all I could 
see was the general direction in 
which the tracks lest themselves in 
the snow. I followed, this direction 
cautiously as I thought they might 
have stopped on, the other side of 
the burnt land; but thene was .neith­
er .sign ncir sound. Daylight had 
gone and hare I was fooled again. 
Wearily I tramped hack to my lioaie- 
ly shack and bad an immense, feed 
of macaroni and cheese and frozen 
stewed apples and, that night I had 
a nightmare. Gigantic, stags, with 
cedar trees for herns and does with
The sky was as blue as blue can 
possibly be and the snow^as white 
as only snow can be. Not a breath 
of aiir was stirring and old sod was, 
trying hard to steal a .race, on, king 
frost. He lit up the place wonder­
fully well but the other fellow was 
in his glory and master of the tem­
perature. You expect me now to 
run into a {Leer and knock it down 
with my ski cr something like that, j 
To tell the truth I did not. You . 
have read the story of the fox and j 
the grapes I suppose. I felt like | 
that fox.’ I would only get sick of 
deer meat after a while and it would 
be a shameful waste. W hy should 
I w'ant to kill a deer? Why indeed. 
Deer are much, too beautiful and 
graceful to be killed in such a sneak­
ing fashion.
I landed at the old slack about 11 
a. m., and tcok those skis off. Then 
I collapsed. What is the matter? 
I was not tired? I could have gone 
another fifteen miles; i bared my 
leg. A nice mess. I must have
burst a blood vessel in cue; of my 
falls and the blood had gone under
lovely blue eyes were standing on the skin. There was a patch1 the 
my chest and on my hands wlhere I size of a hand, purplish black, and I
had not felt a thing until' I put toy 
foot cn the ground without the ski.
held the did Lee Enfield and I Med 
to have a crack at one but they 
would not step off my hands and I } I began to feel it then, however. I
could not raiise my gun. Next I 
was banging bead down in a tree 
and a roast leg of deer, nicely laced 
with bacon, came along and stopped 
right under my nose and it smelled 
s& goed. I tried to have a lick 
but could not reach it and the more 
I struggled the farther away it went.
crawled into the shack and managed 
to light a fire and got the macaroni 
pot agoing. I bandaged my game 
leg with sundry liniments, vinegar, 
witch, hazel and mustard, hoping that 
one cf them, might have, some effect 
and then I lay down, on my bunk to 
listen to the singing of the tea
I struggled so hard that my feet fin- j kettle. Slowly the familiar and to 
ally came loose and the next thing J the cam,per welcome, sound, faded 
I knew I was lying on the floor in , frem my memory, or was it the otlir 
front of my bunik with a sore bead. er way round. I know something
The 28th of December, only four 
more days and the season will be 
closed. I decided to make one 
more gigantic and final effort. I 
was sick of nightmares and macaroni.
faded—But what was that? I sat up 
with a start. Never had I heard a 
teakettle make such, a noise or was 
it a new pattern of nightmare? There 
it iis again, louder. It - is a deg
I wanted meat. Ste. Agathe is ten barking. I was aiwake now and I
bopped to the window mindful cf my 
leg and—boys; the picture J beheld 
would have made the heart of any 
man with red blood jump. There 
were my deer—two of them, coming 
down the easy sloping, bare, hillside,
miles from my camp. See hard­
wood ridges, ideal deer ground, a 
beautiful midwinter day, 50 bellow 
zero. The snow was a little noisy, 
so I took skis in preference to Enow- 
shoes. If I should be disappointed
^iiimiimmiiniiiiiiimimiimiiiiiiimiiiMiiiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiimiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiuiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiii'.
A REAL BARGAIN
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best I 
j  hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- j 
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
| $ 3 ,0 0 0  J
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
MAINE WOODS,
PHILLIPS, &  MAINE
r.iniiiiiiiHiiiiiuiiiiiHiiiiiiiiuiuiiiiiiuiiimjuimiuuiiMimiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiniiiitiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiimniiinnimiiiiiimHiiHiiMiiiiimniiiiHrtihnl!
on tlie way over, I should stay over making straight for my hut and a 
night in Ste. Agathe and have a habitant’s sheep dog behind them, 
beef steak anyway and still hope for I tried to make calculations. I could 
the next day coming back. There not. I grabbed my shotgun, I knew 
are two roads running parallel abcut there were two No. 4 cartridges in 
three or four miles apart, a chain it. What good would they be? I 
cf lakes and mountains between did not core. I saw red and smell- 
them. I held my course about equi- ed meat. I could taste it already, 
distant between the two reads in the I went to the door, still hidden, even 
south slope of the mountains; Every- outsliidie. What next! One of the 
tilling went fine except that I did deer come in sight. It turned to 
not see any deer. However I would the left and made for the lake. I 
be more careful on my way back. I never saw sudh, bound® in, alll my 
had my steak and decided to buy a life. No use here. Where is the 
piece cf meat in the morning to other? I ran to the corner of the 
take back to camp in case I should ’house and had' a peep. Here she 
fail in my mission. I started back ecmes. It is a doe. It can’t be 
at daybreak on the morning helped; it is meat. Would site take
PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the
MAINE. W OODS
follow you back to the city. Fill out 
the blank below, and mail with $1.00 
and the deed is done.
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’s subscription to 
M a in e  W oods (outing edition.)
Name
Address-
State
of the 29th,, but the butcher's store 
was net open far business yet and 
ail my knocking was cf no avail. It 
was a very cold morning, certainly 
more than 10 degrees below zero 
and I bad not enough, clothes on my 
back to camp in tlhe open in firent 
cf the butcher store for any length 
of time. At last I made up my 
mind to go on and if I should fail 
to find that deer which was coming
gray squirrel ever in Italy.
Doyle came into possession, of 
pet in Louisville, Ky., in 1862, where 
she rescued hlim in a half fr-oz^  
state. Mrs. Doyle had a fepedsi 
cage made for Man and with heir 
traveled in nearly every state am the 
Union, and was taken to Europe, 
In London be was the second sqt®. 
rel that was ever there. The fi  ^
was taken over from United States 
in 1860 by the Prince of Wale® and 
presented by him to the Zoological 
gardens. In Italy, where the squii. 
rel was taken by Mrs, Doyle, he was 
ns much, of a curiosity. The squfr. 
rel died apparently of a broken 
heart, after a few weeks’ separate 
from Iris mistress, to whom he was 
extremely devoted.
CHANGES IN
GAME WARDENS
The members of the commission on 
inland fisheries and game, wbach 
consists of Harry B. Austin of Phil- 
lips, Lecn G. C. Brown, of Milo and 
Frank E. Mace of Augusta, at a 
meeting held Thursday voted thas 
chief'wardens and all wardens, win, 
have served eight years or mom 
slioll after the first of March reoehe 
$2.50 per day, the regular working 
wardens wild receive $2.25 per lay 
and wardens wlw> work subject to tie 
orders of the Chief warden® shall re- 
ceive $2 per day.
The following wardens were Thurs­
day notified that there would be m 
further work jficr them for the pre­
sent: David Ellis ctf Oakland; E,
R. Tremblay of Enfield, John R, 
Flint of Mansion, Howard Wood cf 
Greenville, Robert Grcss of Rock- 
wood, E. T. Bessey of Thomdile 
and L. N. Simmon® of Waldo.
David F. Brown cf Greenville jne 
appointed as a warden to succeed 
Howard Wood of that place, Albert 
J. Skidmore of Liberty was chaw 
as chief warden of Piscataquis cciqe- 
ty, Samuel L. Worcester of Machta 
was promoted to the chdef warden- 
ship of Washington county, Capt 
William T. Pollard of Fox croft was 
appointed chief warden for Piscata­
quis county, while Fred A. Weaver of 
Olid Town and Morris Bishop of 
Lambert Lake were named as deputy 
wardens.
71 YEARS OLD BUT 
GOT HIS LIMIT
the fence? It i® five feet if an 
inch. She only heard the dog be­
hind, she did not see. I ran right 
at her. She took the fence, it was 
a glorious sight and wihieai She was 
at the apex, gloriously silhouetted a- 
gadnst the dark bine sky, both tar- 
.leifs went off simultaneously, not ten 
feet from her. She came down on 
her side and never moved’ again. 
The jump had broken her heart and
Venango, Pa., Feb. 22, 1916. 
Tc the Editor of Maine Woods:
Inclosed find postoffice order for 
$1.00 for whiiich please send yoor 
paper fer another year. I like tbe 
paper very much. I am 71 years 
! old, but I got my limit in your state 
! last year, and have engaged ttoe 
1 same camp next year.
Yours truly,
L. S. Sherred.
in Canada.
to me, I would hove to fall back on 11 was sorry, but here was meat at 
rabbits, macaroni and nightmares a- 1 last.—C. R. Partik in Rod and Gun 
gain.
I did my prettiest on my way back, 
making fifteen out of ten miles. I 
looked behind every tree and even 
on top of some. At Hast I lost in­
terest and I caught myself several 
times’ whistling which is not very
conducive to successful deer hunt- j ------------
ing. I went for the bare places to Mrs. Alice C. Doyle lias made a 
have a gcod slide on my skis. The ; gift to the Squirrel Island Library 
snow was in fine condition; what we of her pet squirrel’ of forty years
PET SQUIRREL 
GIVEN TO LIBRARY
skiers call -fast’. I crashed down 
a couple of times and am still won-
ago. The squirrel is beautifully 
mounted and will be the only spec-
derimig bow I picked up all my bones imen on the island, so far as known, 
and. put them back in their proper I The little animal’s history is espec- 
plaoes. It was a glorious day, much j ialfly interesting, and a booklet lias 
too glorious to be cut for nnurdier. j been written about him as the cinlly
A R E  Y O U  G O I N G  T O  B O S T O N ?
Y oung w o m an  ga in s  to  
Boston to  w o rk  e r e tad y , 
any lady  going ta  B aatatt fa r  
plaaaura or on a shopping  
t r ip  w ith o u t m ala  aaeart sfrtli 
find tha
Franklin Square 
House
a d e lig h tfu l p laca to atop. A  
H o m e -H o to l In th a  h e a rt , c f 
Boston exc lu s iv e ly  fo r  w o ­
m en. #30 ro o m *, safe , com ­
fo rta b le  c o n v e n ie n t of acceea. 
prices reasonab le . F o r p a r  
t lc u la re  and prices address
Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., H E. Newton St., Boston, Mass,
Inside Information is 
the costly, valuable in- 
gredient that figures 
most prominently in all 
business deals.
There is a wealth of 
“ Inside Information” in 
the want ads. 
f l  M any business men 
whose preeminent suc­
cess is attributed to a 
highly developed fore­
sight and shrewdness, 
are in reality making 
daily use of this want ad 
“ Inside Information/1
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for 
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumberireu 
Known the world over for excel* 
lence. Illustrated catalogue free-
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth, . Male*
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IN THE GREAT NORTH WOODS
A Tale of the Canadian Border
Writen for Maine W oods, By Bruce Stewart
Prologue
The Chairman of tine Conuntiisision 
of Inland Fiaitoeini»e® and Game swung 
around in inis pivot-chair as tine door 
of Ids private effce closed, and 
curtly  greeted the girl wbo bad en­
tered, bidding bier be seated; then 
le sat rapping hie desk with a pen­
cil and apparently re-arranging in lids 
mind what he was about to say. Fin­
ally he broke the silence.
“Doubtless you are wondering why 
we have sent for you again. Let 
me see,—it has been two years since 
you worked on tlnat fli'sik case in An­
droscoggin county, and we have not 
used you since. You did well on 
that case and now we have bigger 
game for you. You know that Ca­
nadian poacher, Philip Lamonte, Who 
has troubled us in years past, is at 
Ms old game again. We have a re­
ward of $500 out for biim. Half of 
Aroostook county has been gunning 
(or him and six or seven of the best 
wardens have had a try for him, but 
he is still at large. We have kept 
the matter as quiet as possible and 
the press has not got wind of it yet. 
As soon as the papers get hokl of it, 
matters will be more complicated 
than they are now. We must liave 
that man. Today is the twenty-third 
o£ November, in the second of next 
month a guide will meet you at Can- 
dots cm the Canadian side and bring 
you back over the line to where you 
are to rnako lieadquarters. You will 
want your woods outfit and take 
anything else you pee fit. You are 
going for your health—nervous break­
down, brainstorm* anything you 
choose to call it. There will be 
two weeks of hunting left, this La- 
mccte is a good guide and being so 
near the border you may be able to 
hiro him—guiding on our side its one 
o{ the least things we have against 
;an. You are quick with a gun 
and ought to be able to catch (him 
8 his guard, but get him anyway. 
8 you can’t get hold of Mm any 
other way, try the Delilah act and 
a^d him in where Johnson or Scibol- 
iard earn nab liitm—you have their ad­
dresses here, “he tapped an envelope 
under has hand,’ ’ and can call on for 
help at any time, but play the game 
Me as far as you can, he manages 
to know every time a warden gets 
within twenty miles of him. Here 
are some instructions in fchdis enve­
lope, this is a check book cn a Ca­
nadian bank that no one can possib­
ly connect with the Commission., 
they'll cash them for you at Con­
ors; and this sealed package ccn- 
MBb some papers and credentials 
that will put you straight with any 
local authorities with whom you may 
tome in contact. If you wish, to
SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY 
LAKES RAILROAD
TIKE TABLE
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
tRMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm- 
-wton for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow. at 
U6P. M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas- 
trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M. 
wd from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigrelow at 2.10
P.M.
Tired train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at 
dOO A. M.
’ R9NG Passenger trains arrive at Strong 
Iran Phillips at 6.23 A. M.. and from Phillips and 
P«Hley at 1.34 P. M.. and from Bigrelow at 1.15 
’ and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and 
t'P. M. Passenger trains leave Strongr for 
•vnington at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For 
'■illips at 12.37 P. M. For Phillips and Range- 
at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P. M. and 
Hingfield at 5.50 P. M.
Tired Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M. 
'tdfrom Kingrfield at 8.25 A. M.. and from Farm- 
'donat 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40 
! M. and for Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
ILLIPS Passenger Trains leave forFarm ing- 
6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at 
' P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from  Farm­
ed*® at 12.65 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Range- 
»t 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A.  
Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm- 
:;Kw at 2.15 P. M.
LNGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farm- 
tton at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Tixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.46 P.M,  
‘heaves at 7.30 A. M.
U^iEM Passenger Train leaves for Strong at 
MIP, M. and for Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
*®8FIELD MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at 
">A.M. Passenger train leaves for Bigelow at 
fP . M. Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at 
•j;™ A. M., and passenger train arrives from 
,l!elow at 4.50 P. M. Passenger train leaves 
:tFarmington at 12.30.
MGELOW Mixed train arrives from Kingfield 
: 815 A. M.t and departs for Kingfield and 
m^iBgtrn at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train ar- 
, ssfrom Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs 
,r Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager, 
Phillips, Maine.
communicate with the office come ou 
to St. Ftminoiis.
“ You Iliavo never disappointed us 
in the past, Mffi&si Lawson, and I trust 
you Will not maw. Good day.”
And the Commissioner turned a- 
gaiin to lniis desk.
Chapter I.
ON T H E  BORDER
On the second of December Mar­
cia Lawson stepped from the train 
at Connors and was met by a macki­
naw-clad woodsman who asked if she 
was the young lady Pete Vashaw was 
expecting. When she replied in the 
affirmative the man picked up lner 
heavy suit case, rifle, and snow- 
shoes and led the way to Where a 
shaggy grey horse stood hatched to a 
primitive sled whose box was filled 
with straw. Having packed the 
luggage seeiureLy on b©blind, and tuck­
ed the robes well around lniis passeng­
er, tlie man climbed Sn and with a 
gnunted ‘ ‘Mush daw!’ ’ the team mov­
ed away from the little settlement of 
Connors.
To Marcia Lawson, born cn a 
Maine farm, brought up in the free­
dom of the woods and in the com­
pany of lier brothers, and used to 
tii- crude life of the backwoodsman, 
the journey did not seem unnatural. 
She had always been accustomed to 
playing a boy’s part wlien bier 
brothers were away from home, now 
she was playing a man’s part away 
from home, the difference did not 
seem great to (her.
At an early age the untamed spirit 
of her Highland ancestors had made 
itself manifest dn her and she had 
preferred the trail and camp life in 
the society o f her father and brotlir 
ers to the more conventional life 
l"d by li©r mother and sisters. As
she grew older her mother insisted 
that she attend a rural academy with 
her sisters, and finding that for once 
her father would not uphold her in 
her preferred course of action', she 
submitted to the inevitable with 
grace and for a time her woods 
friends and haunts saw little of her. 
Bur; at seventeen she had returned, 
and laying aside her newly acquired 
accomplishments as easily and quick­
ly as she had dropped (her woods 
garb and speech on entering school, 
she once more turned to the forest. 
The dd guides and hunters who had 
taught the child their craft wiare 
pleased to find that the tall, little 
giTl with the steady, steel-grey eyes 
could still shoot straight and cook 
over a camp fire, and was not, as 
they averred, “ a bit spiled by bein’ 
stuffed with book-larnin’ ” , While 
her brothers welcomed her return 
as they woould that of one of them­
selves.
I* was the fall after her return 
that she had first come to the notice 
of the Commission by reporting a 
ca^e of poaching and having the evi­
dence ready for use when, a warden 
was -sent to look into the case. Tlhe 
next spring the Commission, remem- 
beiring her interest and the Iskill 
she had .shown, sent her to another 
part of the State to ferret out seme 
fish -poachers who had safely eluded 
the vigilance of several wardens. Pos­
ing as a traveling agent she had 
spent ten days in the locality, locat­
ed the poachers, notified a warden 
when and Where he could find them 
at their work, seen the offenders car­
ried before a magistrate, and had re­
turned to her bourne without a person* 
save the officials, knowing who had 
aided the warden. Now, at 20, the 
Comrrmiissiiion wais sending her where 
cider beads bad1 failed, to see if Elbe 
could in some way trap one of the 
most notorious poachers' who had 
■eve- harassed those worthy officials.
tier mother hud raised many ob­
jections to her going, but her woods­
man father had pooh-poohed all ar­
guments and had said, “Let her go, 
Mother, if the Commission thinks slue 
can do any good. Marshy has had 
a different trainin’ from other gitls 
an’ 'She can take care o ’ herself any­
where, she won’t come to no harm, 
mother Let her go.’
g->, ,she had started, and now, be- 
hdn' tine shaggy grey horse, she was 
leaving the last traces of civilization
behind and entering the forest.
The first heavy snow fall of the 
season had just fallen and everything 
was covered with the glittering enow 
as yet hardly marked by the track ^f 
forest folk, and the cnisp air set 
Marcia aglow as She snuggled deep­
er into the robes. The driver was 
taciturn and Marcia was not sorry, 
there was too much to see and feel 
for heir to care to talk.
trousers, and lumberman's rubbers; 
the Second was evidently a “Province 
man” of Scotch, descent and answer­
ed to the name of Sandy; while the 
tbitrdi, a lithe fellow of about thirty, 
had the black haiiir, high cheek-bouesi, 
and almost reptilian width between 
the >eyes which proclaimed him a 
“breed” . He was a finely built fel-
Om they went mile after mile 
down the snowy way which was only 
a narrow aisle through the woods. 
The green evergreens stood on eith­
er hand, their famsihaped boughs bent 
low with the load of snow, th e sup­
ple birdies made arches over the 
road and when disturbed by the pas­
sage of the sled sent down miniature 
storm® of tlieir own. Once dn a 
while the team passed a cabin tenant­
ed by hunters, once in a while a 
tiny clearing and set of buildings 
made by some hardy pioneer who 
mingled farming with guiding, trap­
ping, and lumbering.
At last they come to a group of 
more pretentious buildings and the 
driver pulled up before the low door­
way. Mrs. Vashaw, a comely Ca­
nadian woman of thirty, appeared in 
tlie door and beliind her crowded 
the little Vashaw®. in voluble, 
but broken, English she made Mar­
cia welcome and explaining to tlie 
driver that “ Pete, he hup in de 
wood wit’ hunters” she bode him 
put hi® horse in the little leg 
stable and come dn for a lunch.
-Marcia was ushered into a tiny 
bedroom off the main living-rcom 
and .soon the driver brought in her 
luggage. Mrs. Vashaw was full of 
concern over her guest’s health and 
stiong in her praise o f sundry herb 
preparations good for all the ills that 
flesh might fall heir to, but Marcia, 
patiently explained to her that there 
was nothing serious the matter with 
her and that the doctors had told 
her a month cr two away from the 
city and in the open air would be 
the best medicine, and all the med­
icine, necessary for her.
The next morning she dressed in 
the rough, clothes she loved so well 
and sallied out along the wood reads 
and trails. Toward night her host 
returned and proved to be a typical 
woodsman and most interesting talk­
er, full of tales of the bunt. To him 
Marcia explained that she had spent 
a littile of each year fin the weeds 
and was used to bunting and tramp­
ing, but not in so large a forest and 
so she wished a guide to take her 
out when she felt able to go be­
yond the limits1 of the trails. Mr. 
Vashaw was interested and promised 
to take her out himself when,ever
be bad the leisure, aind to provide a 
guide when she wished to go and be 
himself was not at liberty.
A week of bunting followed, short 
trips at first, then longer ones as 
Marcia’s supposed inabilities lessen­
ed. Several1 times she shot at game 
and wisely missed it. Different guides 
b'eoring of the “ girl at V ash law ’s ’ 
offered their services, girls being a 
novelty and at a premium fin that 
locality, so she had guides in plenty, 
but despite the numbers that came 
and went, no one answered to tine 
name of Lamonte. Once, indeed* 
Mrs. Vashaw mentioned his name 
and received a wanning glance from 
her husband, a glance which she ig­
nored. At first Marcia showed] but 
languid interest in tlie subject, but 
as Mrs. Vashaw grew mere voluble 
in praise of the hunter, she inquired 
how it happened that she had not 
met fhlim, and learned that Lamonte 
wa® out with a party “ ovadre de 
Line” . There she let tlie matter
■drop and waited. Through, imstiibct 
and the training she had received 
from, her old friends1, She knew that 
the hunter who hurries rarely suc­
ceed®, and sihe applied that know­
ledge to the hunt sihe now had on 
hand. Time would be fimmatenal to 
the Commission as long as sihe final­
ly overtook the game sihe pursued.
The second week passed much as 
the first had and was nearly at an 
end when three weary appearing 
woodsmen dapped in at Vashaw s 
arre afternoon just at dusk. Pete 
was away, but hlis wife greeted 
them as old friends and set about 
preparing supper for them. Marcia 
was playing with the Vashaw child­
ren and her hostess introduced her 
to tike “hoys” without mentioning 
either her name or those of tlie men, 
and went on with her work.
The men were evidently woods­
men of a deeper dye than any she 
had previously seen and Marcia sur­
veyed them with interest. One of 
the three was a short, swarthy Canad­
ian clad in a dirty mackinaw, frayed
lew and Marcia decided that be 
would be almost handsome in a crude 
way but for hii® eyes in Whliclh hat­
red and lawlessness seemed bieinded 
with the crafty hardness common to 
Indian eyes. Hi® companions ad­
dressed him a® “Le Loup” , a name 
which Marcia, rallying bits cf acad­
emy French to her aid, judged was 
a nickname and a most appropriate 
one.
Most of the conversation was car­
ried on in French and the girl was 
able to understand but little cf fits 
trend, but when Le Loup took a 
bandage from Ids hand, disdosiing a 
ragged wound across the back, she 
jumped to the conclusion! that there 
bad been an accident and asked hew 
it bad happened.
“An accident?’ ’ repeated tlie breed, 
“ Oui, an accident. It is astonish­
ing bow little of care some hunters 
have at what they shoot. One is 
sometimes tempted to shoot at them 
:n return. Oui, only an accident, 
Mam’ selle.” And he showed bis 
white teeth in a laugh that had al­
most the snarl of hi® namesake.
Marcia had in bier outfit same lin­
en and a small medicine kit which 
she always took on her camping 
trip®, and now she brought these, 
deftly cleansed the wound, drew the 
edges together, and neatly bandaged 
the hand while the Indian sat mot­
ionless, never flinching, nor taking 
hi® eye® from her face. When, she 
■had finished, be gave a suirlly, “Mer- 
ci” , and turned again to the conver­
sation of his companions, but once 
or twice Marcia glanced up with an 
uncanny feeling and found the black 
eyes fixed upon her.
When supper was finished tlie 
children teased her to go with them 
on an errand to the nearest neigh­
bor’s, baif a mill© away; and, since 
they would give hier peace cn no oth­
er term®, she went. When she re­
turned an eloquent discussion was 
going on in the kitchen, a discus­
sion in which Mirs. Vasihaw seemed 
to have the floor tlie greater part 
of the time, and for a moment her 
entrance was unnoticed.
“Air, yes, and. was I not right?” 
questioned her hostess of the three 
men. “Did I not say sihe was here 
for more than health? And you, 
Le Loup, because she swallowed 
your story of an accident and did. up 
youir hand for you, you would believe 
her innocent. Bah! but you men 
are easy to hoodwink! Did I not 
tell you you would find something 
that would .show she was here for 
no good, purpose? But for me she 
would have stayed here unmolested 
until sihe had set a trap for Lamonte 
and the rest cf you, yes, if it were 
not for me it would have been even 
so. Ah, slie is a shrewd one! But 
Nanette Vasiliaw knows too miu^ h. If 
She had nothing to keep secret, why 
did sihe keep her bag always look­
ed?”
At this paint Mlrs. Vashaw noticed 
Le Loup’s, eyes fixed on the dooir be­
hind her and turning confronted Mar­
cia, whereupon slue burst into anoth­
er tirade dn French. Marcia wa® 
unable to understand a word of it 
and was at a loss to comprehend the 
meaning of tlie excitement until her 
hostess thrust a tom envelope finte 
her hand and demanded that slue ex­
plain it. The envelope was addres1- 
sed to Marcia and had been sent in 
from Connors by one of the mien 
who had forgotten about it until 
after Marcia and the children had 
gone. Then Mrs. Vashaw with true 
feminine curiosity bad turned fiit and 
tamed it, till® way and that, held it 
up to tlie light, and partly made out 
tlie letter-heading of the Commission. 
Thereupon, regardles®) of consequenc­
es, she had opened fit and revealed 
in plain typewriting the communicat­
ion of the Commission to Marcia 
Lawson “ Special Warden.” Just What 
the letter said, Mrs. Vashaw, whose 
knowledge cf English was limited, 
could not make out, but on the bord­
er the wards “ Commfiissiioners. cf In­
land Fisheries and Game” are words 
that even the tiny tots can pick out 
upon a notice and those 'words on. a 
letter to Miss Lawson could mean 
but one thing—that Mis® Lawson 
wa® a spy.
(To Be Continued)
LORDLY PEACOCK 
WILL BE ON MENU
Meeting of American Game Pro­
tective Association Will Have 
Many Attractive Features.
New York City, February 29. A 
lordly peacock wilil furnish tlie piece 
d>e resistance at the dinner to be 
given at the Walidorf-Astoria Hotel 
March 6 in connection with the an­
nual conference on game breeding. 
The bird come® from Kentucky, and 
is the gift of Mr. R. A. Chiles, a 
well-known attorney of that state, 
who maintain® at liis heme near Mt. 
Sterling a model game and poultry 
farm. Oscar, tlie Waldorf’s cele­
brated maitre d’ hotel, asserts that 
a peacock presents no problem to 
the Waldorf’s chefs and that an 
ostrich', tinamiou, cr dodo bird could 
be handled with equal success were 
they procurable. ”
Permission ha® been given the A- 
meirican Game Protective Association 
by Colonel Anthony R. Kuser and 
tlie New York Zoological Society to 
show at the conference colored ster- 
eopticon .slide®: of pheasants made 
from plates used to illustrate the 
monumental work on the pheasant® 
of the world wliiich is being prepar­
ed under the direction of tlie Zoo­
logical Society by C. William Beebe. 
It wll be fin four volumes and will 
be sold for $259. The expense of 
collecting the material for thfi® work 
and its publication, amounting to 
more than $f00,000, is being borne 
by Colonel Kuser. This will be the 
first public exhibition of these sides. 
Tlie paintings from .which, they were 
made are the work of the foremost 
American and English artists. The 
slides will be shawm on the after­
noon of March 6 in connection with 
a talk on practical pheasant breed­
ing by E. A. Quarles, director of 
the Association’s Department of 
Game Breeding and Preserving.
GAME VIOLATORS
PROSECUTED
Chief Warden F. T. Jorgensen of 
Haywood Thursday reported to ithe 
department of inland fisheries and 
game the payment of a fine of $40 by 
George S. Clayton of Garfield for 
killing and having in possession part 
of a dear February 27 at a lumber 
camp in Township 11, Range 16, 
Aroostook county. He also reports 
the payment of $40 by Adolph Back- 
strom of Stockholm for killing and 
having in possession a deer, Febru­
ary 14, in Stockholm. Chief War­
den Howard Wood of Greenville re­
ports the payment of a fine of $50 
by Peter Goodhue of Greenville Junct­
ion for trapping without a license, 
February 28.
Value of Good Intentions.
To a certain extent, one can be as 
good as he resolves to be, for a good 
intention clothes itself with power.
Discouraging.
After a mother has taught her son 
not to keep his hands in his pockets, 
to turn his toes out and not to sniff 
his nose or smack his lips when he 
eats, it must be discouraging to hear 
people remark a month after hia 
marriage that his wife made him.— 
Wichita Eagle.
THE CABIN B O AT PRIMER
TH IS  is a very in­teresting and in­
structive book on mak­
ing cabin boats, canoes, 
row boats, etc. It tells 
of the various streams 
one can trip on with a 
cabin boat, how to 
equip for such a trip, 
what to wear and eat, 
cost of a two month’s 
trip. It gives descrip­
tions and diagrams, 
photographs and chapters on construction, 
when to float, when and where to land and 
other useful hints. Book is compiled of 
facts and observations made by the author. 
It contains 267 pages, over 40' illustrations 
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat, 
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to 
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment, 
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of 
Equipment, The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline 
Launch. What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin 
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and 
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in 
Fogs, Going Up Stream. Weather, Making Fast 
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles. Care 
of the Boat. Ways of Making Money, On Making 
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and 
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing, 
Amusements. Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A  Cabin 
Boat Coon Hunt.
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S1.00.
M a in e  W o o d s ,  P h il l ip s , M a in e .
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MAINE W O O D S
ISSUED WEEKLY IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
J .  W .  B r a c k e t t  C o .
Phillips, Maine
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
OUTING EDITION
pages ..............................................  $1.00 per year
LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 p ag es................................. $1.60 per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub­
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription 
6 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter, January 21, 
19*9, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under 
the Act of March 3.1879.
Tue Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire 
state ot Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp- 
ng and Outing news, and the Franklin county 
ocaliy.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish 
• nd game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address of your paper 
hanged, please give the old as well as new 
d dress.
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HOW  TO W R IT E  A VACATION  
STORY.
How couilid the way to write about 
your out-door trip he more plainly 
and effectively shown. than in this 
masterpiece of instruction, by Editor 
F. L. Johnson, of the Michigan 
Sportsman,?:
“ In writing, drop into a» easy a 
narrative vein as you can, bringing 
out the .little incidents of the jaunt 
which- made it delightful to you- Tell 
us how the crisp air of the pine 
slashings inspirited you, what the 
tail, sighing pane® whispered to you 
in the night wind, or the pictures 
you saw in the smoke of the camp 
curling up through, snow-laden 
bougihts. A swamp i© merely a dis- 
maJl, unattractive swamp, the great 
sweep of hilll and valley just a burn­
ed barren or a direary waste, unlless 
you people at with, 6ong and sweep 
of bird© oir the throb and thrill) of 
animate wild tilings, or unless you 
get from far horizon rising to meet a 
blue vault of sky a distinct message. 
Your reader doesn’t want to know 
merely that you got a sevenupnong 
buck or your limit of bird® or ffisib. 
What wiil chain bis, attention iis the 
.incdents of the chase, kilt or catch 
which gave you excitement and joy, 
and the beauties you, saw which 
made the trip a dreara in memory to 
you. He isn’t bloodi-thirsty while 
reading, whatever he may become on 
the trail. Nor iis ycuir general state- 
mien t that “it was good to commune 
with Nature in her own domajai” en­
ough. Teli what was the message 
you got fom Nature’© God, and how 
it found its way to you.
“ Write in your own language the 
excitement of tracking aaid finding 
your game, the thrill) of the draw 
and of the shot—“buck fever” if you 
had it—'the beautiful point of your 
dog, the sight and sound of whirr­
ing, brctwn wings, perhaps the sym­
pathetic twinge at Slight of a pair of 
'hurt, deep, brown eyes pitifully 
speaking to you of a life going out. 
But don’t, as you prize ycnr honor 
as a sportsman, gloat over blood and 
the struggling death, agony. Picture 
the sum-tit lake or stream with, its 
shore tracery cf beach or bank, grass 
arid drooping leaf and branch—it 
might as well' he a muddy canal, un­
less you give it to us in its beauty as 
you saw it,—then tell the thrill of 
the strike and relate every detail of 
leap, cf sulk, of run or of successful 
wrenching of the leader over sunken 
logs. Not the writer versed in the 
use of the most perfect English,, but 
he who feelingly and directly tells 
juot how he felt, holds the reader.
“Lastly, write only on one side cf 
each sheet, with wide margins at top, 
bottom and sides. If you can type 
your story, so much, the better. But 
let it tell, unreservedly, your own 
joyful experiences.”
A DEER FOUND DYING CN T H E
SHORE OF COCHNEW AGAN.
Monmouth,, Me., March 2.—A deer 
was ficund dying on the shore of 
Cochmewagan evidently wounded by 
a dog. The deer wais put out of its 
misery and thie State department 
was- notified. The carcass was tak­
er. to the village and in the afternoon 
was taken to Augusta. The deer 
was a beauty, weighing nearly 100 
pound®.
Mr. Sumner E. Austin, manager cf 
the Lewiston office of the N. E. Tel. 
ic Tel. Co., was an the Sisters’ hos­
pital several days last week under­
going an operation on his knee. Dr. 
Abbott of Portland was the operat­
ing surgeon. Mr. Austin expected 
to return to Ihliis home in a few days, 
and hi® many friend® in this section 
will hope that he may obtain immed­
iate relief. Mr. Austin has, been in 
j poor health for some months, much 
of life trouble being caused from, lame­
ness and he has been obliged to use 
a cane much of the time.
The Old Folks’ Bali at Madrid will 
be hold Thursday evening, March, 16, 
instead of March 15th as' stated last' 
week.
Miss Annie L. Leathers, pastor of 
tine Free Baptist church at Reed’s 
Mill, was a recent caiHer on Miss 
Orowelili.
A stated meeting cf Sherburne 
Chapter, O. E. S-. will) be held1 at 
Masonic hall, Wednesday evening, 
March, 15. '
Mr®. S. G. Haley is visiting her 
daughter, Mrs. Chester Fuller in Bos­
ton and also will attend the automo­
bile show.
Howard Ros®, representing the Ep- 
worth League, and Claris Bunnell the 
Sunday school of the Methodist 
church, leave Friday morning fcr Ban­
gor a® delegates to the Boy®’ Con­
ference.
Mrs. E. B. Currier, Mrs. Glddden 
Parker and Mrs. George Dennison 
are among the sick cnes this week.
,Several pairs of horses which have 
been used by Orris Vose in hi® op­
eration® in the woods at Mount Sad­
dleback passed through, here last 
week, headed for home. The teams 
had (been at work since earlly in the 
fall.
The Social Service Club will meet 
in the Parish House Tuesday after­
noon, March 14, at 2 o’clock. A good 
attendance is desired as theiir i® 
work on hand.
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby is in, Bos­
ton and located, at St. Helena’s 
Heme, 89 Union Park street for a 
few weeks where she hope® to see 
her friend®.
Wordi ha® been received in Phiib 
lips of the death of George Howard 
of Arkansas City, Kansag. We under­
stand that Mr. Howard has been in 
poor health, for ®cme time. He was 
formerly a resident of Phillips and is 
a brother of Mrs. Alice Worth ley and 
Mr. Ohiarle® Howard, both cf that 
city. His old friend® in PthdQiLip® will 
be pained to learn cf hi® death.
There will’ be a vesper service at 
the Union church, next. Sunday at 
7.30. The Choral Club will furnish 
music and the members- are asked to 
meet at the church at 6.80 for an 
hour's rehearsal before the ,services.
Breaking roads. 5® in order this 
morning as a foot or more of snow 
fell through the night. Very little 
time ihia® had -to hie devoted to the 
clearing of -snow this winter.
Those who attended the ball at 
the Grange ball; March 3rd, report a 
good time. There was a very good 
attendance. An oyster supper w a s  
served at intermission which was cue 
of Mrs. C, E. Berry's best; also cake 
and coffee. s
Mi®® Ina Badger of Portland was 
the week-end guest of her sister, 
Mrs. Joseph Boston.
The owners of the Phillips Wool­
en min are planning to do a largely 
increased buisunes® and Thoma© J. 
Sheahy, brother of Dr. E. A. Siheehy 
of Ruimtficrd has come to Phillips to 
assist in the management.
There will be a dance at the 
Grange ha’l, Saturday right. Gcod 
music will be furnished as usual.
.-NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
I have opened a fully equipped office 
in Belfast, Me., including a minding 
lant which will enable me to duplicate 
roken lens* s and make oiher repairs 
the same day jeceived. Alth ugh a 
little farther away the mail service is 
just about the same as at New Sharon. 
All you need to do is to send the brokeVi 
lenBes or if I have previously fitted you, 
1 have the record to refer to which will 
insure prompt, accurate and efficient 
service.
I shall continue my visits to Phillips, 
Rangeley and other towns as often as 
there is a reasonable demand for my 
services.
Thanking you for past patronage and 
desiring a continuance of same.
FRANK F. GRAVES, 
Graduate Optometrist 
j BELFAST, - - MAINE
J. Scott Brackett will come to 
Farmington Saturday night With the 
Bowdoin D. U. boy® to play basket 
j ball with, thie Abbott boys'.
-------------------------------
M E T H O D IS T  EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Sunday, March 12.—Morning wor­
ship, 10.45. Sermon., “Becoming Ac­
quainted with Christ.” Sunday school, 
12. Junior League, 3. Bp-worth 
League devotional meeting, 7. Sub­
ject, “The Urgency of a Great Task.’’ 
Goispel sieirviice of soipg and praise, 
7.30.
Thursday, Mar. 16.—Midweek pray­
er meeting, 7.30.
O BITU ARY.
AGNES L. ROBERTSON
The community wa® saddened 
to learn of the death of Ague© L., 
wife of Anson L. Robertson which 
took place at the family home, Al­
ien -street, Sunday morning at 3.30 
a. m., after a comparatively short 
illness.
iSLe was bom at Madrid, January 
31, 1869, the daughter of Isaac and 
Ellen Ward Oakes.
About 23 years ago ©he came to 
Rangeley to live, where .she has. re­
sided permanently since her mar­
riage, which took plaice November 
j  4, 1893. The home thu® established 
has alway® been a happy one, par- 
ti.culiairiy to the four daughters who 
blessed this union.
A® a neighbor and friend ©he 
possessed- many fine qualities and 
the thoughtfulness which- she always 
showed -for other© wild long be remem­
bered by tliose with whom ©lie came 
in contact.
She was well! read in all current 
topic® of the day and din their dils- 
cu&sion showed- a remarkably keen 
understanding.
At the beginning of the Pytlaan 
Sisters ©he was one of its first mem­
bers and her passing marks the sec­
ond break in its roiill1 of past chiefs. 
Its teaching® ©he made a part of her 
daily life and her going Is sincere­
ly mourned- by .her “ Sisters.”
In the Ladies' Aid she l as also 
rendered much valuable assistance, 
but for the -past few years because 
of home duties had not mingled with 
them at their gathering®.
Beside a .host of friends she is 
survived by an aged father, .her hus­
band and four daughters, Hiildred, a 
i senior at Bates Ccilege, Phyllis, For- 
1 mington Normal T7, Zellima., Range- 
ley High school T7, and Elizabeth 
aged 16 and a half brother, Howard 
of lEtt Paso, Texas, to whom much 
sympathy is extended.
The funeral services were held 
i from her late residence Tuesday aft­
ernoon at 2 od-ock, Rev. H. A. 
Childs officiating. Miss Prudence 
Richardson sang and Mrs. H. A. 
Cliilds presided- at the piano.
Lyman Hun toon, Edward Lamb. B.
E. Corey and G. E. Russell served! as 
bearers.
The wealth of flowers testified in 
their silent hut sweet way of the 
esteem in which the deceased was 
held.
They were as follows: Double
spray roses and call® . llililes, AJIQen 
street neighbors; carnations, Mr. and 
Mrs. A. A. Tibbetts; carnations, Mrs. 
Julia Hamblin; carnation©, Mrs. Ida 
Morten; carnations', Mr. and Mrs. E.
F. Adams; jack roses, Campfire 
Girls; white roses, Mrs. W. B. Hoyt; 
roses, Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Hcug.ln; 
carnations, Mrs. Henry Young; East­
er lilies, Rand Hail Seniors; carna­
tions, Mr. and Mrs. J. Forest Locke; 
pillow, Bate®, class 1916; carnations, 
Norma! girls; pan.pl of jacik roses, S. 
R. & R. L. R. R.; pillow, S. R. & R, 
L. R. R.; roses, Mr. and Mrs. L. H. 
Warren; carnation®, ©pray, Mr. and 
Mrs. Oscar Robertson; bouquet, Mr. 
and Mrs. David Hoar; plihk®, Mr, aaid
THE GIFT STORE
A myriad of gifts for Birth­
days, Engagements, Weddings 
and Anniversaries are contained 
in our large and varied stock. 
Many inexpensive, but dainty, 
novelties make excellent gifts, 
and we have them in abundance.
A. G. CRONKHITE,
Phillips, - - Maine
Mrs. C. F. Huntoon, Guida Ntile; 
pinks., Frank Htuntoon and family; 
pinks, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Barrett; 
jonquil® and frezia tied with, green 
illusions, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Kemp- 
ton, Mrs. Addle Richardson, Miss 
Prudence Richardson; double ©pray 
Lilies, white pinks and dork red roses, 
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe, Mr. and 
Mrs. O. R. Rowe, Mir. and Mr©. T.
C. Hailey, Mr. and Mrs. II. O. Hun- 
toon, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Corey, Mr. 
J. L. Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. A. F. 
Huntoon, Mis®' Mildred Huntoon, Mr.
G. E. Russell and family, -Mir. H. 
Z. Moore and family, Mr. D. G. Ross 
and family, Mr. F. E. Tibbetts and 
family, Mrs. Tina Bean and family, 
Mr. and Mr®. W. J. Bush, Mr. and 
Mrs-. Lera Tootbaker, Mr. and Mrs. 
Fred Hiinkl'ey, Mrs. Margaret Rnatt 
and family, Mr. Ed Lamb and' family, 
Mr. C‘. F. Harnden andi family, Mr. 
and Mrs. C. B. Ellis., Mr. and Mrs. 
Geo. Birddgham., Mr. and Mrs. Osman 
Wright, Mr. J. Z. Wilbur and family, 
Ferae Tcothaker, Ed Myshrail1, Glladyv 
Philibriek; jonquils, pinks and- rose®, 
Bertie Ellis- and family, Mr. and Mrs. 
Linn Elife; red and white pinks., Py­
thian- Sisters-; bouiq-uet assorted flow­
ers, Mr. and Mrs-. Sam Learned, Mr. 
land Mrs. Wan. Potter, Mr. and Mrs. 
Sidney Harden; spray of pinks, Mr. 
and Mrs-. Jas. MathSescn and Donald 
Mathiiescn-; red carnation®, Mr. and 
Mrs, Lee Mitchell., Mrs. Clara Rector; 
hyacinth® and pinks-, Mr. and Mrs. 
Ira Hoar, Miss Muriel Hoar; pinks,
M.r. and Mrs. W. F. Oakes- and fam­
ily ; hyacinths, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. 
Russell, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Green­
wood; Miss Thalie Hoar; pinks, Hay­
den Huntoon-; pinks, Mir. and Mrs. 
Vid Hdnkiey; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. 
C. T. Richardson-; .pinks, Mr. and 
Mrs.. A, M. Hear, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. 
Hoar; pink®, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. 
Badger; pinks, Mir. and Mirs. A. H 
Sprague; assorted pinks, Mr. and 
Mrs. E. L. Haley; pink pinks, Mr. 
and Mrs. 8 . B. MoCand, Mr. and 
Mrs. H. B. MoCand; pinks, Mir. and 
Mrs. J. E. Halley; white pinks, Mr. 
and Mrs. H. A. Furbish; dark red and 
whit© pinks, Mr. and Mr®. H. C. 
Riddle; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. 
Vaughn; jonquils and pinks, Miss 
Lina Weeks, Miiss Vera Adams; 
pinks, Mr. and Mins. Wm. Tomlinson, 
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Nelson; roses, 
Mr. aaid Mrs. K. W. Oakes; pinks, 
Oquosisoc Grange; ©pray jonquil® and 
pinks, Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Tibbetts, 
Mr, and- Mrs. L. A. Rcibbims, Mr. and 
Mrs. J. B. Madden, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. 
Beeh, Irvin Wilbur and family; spray 
pinks. R. H. S.; pink hyacinth®, Eu­
genie Easily; white pinks, >Dr. and 
Mrs. C. S. Stuart; pinks, Mr. and 
Mrs.. Herman Huntoon, Mr. and Mrs. 
Lester Mogoon; roses, Mr. and Mrs. 
Guy Brooks; pillow, “ Mother,,” A. 
L Robertson and family; pinks-, Mr. 
and Mrs. Ray Harnden.
CARD OF T H A N K S .
We extend to our many neighbors 
and friends cur sincere appreciation 
for their many deed®, of kindness 
and for the beautiful flowers sent in 
memory of our loved one.
A. L. Robertson and family, 
j Rangeley, Maine, March 8, 1916.
CARD OF T H A N K S .
We wish to extend our sincere 
thanks to the many friends who so 
kindly aisSiis-t ed, u® in our late bereave­
ment, also for the beautiful flowers 
and delicacies sent to ou,r loved one 
during her -long illness. - 
Amos Ellis,
Mir. and Mrs. Frank Huntoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Phdil Huntoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Elllis,
Mr. and Mirs. O. R. Rowe.
ONE WAY TO
GET MORE GAME
The one overshadowing problem ! 
that confronts American sportsmen i 
today is that of securing more game. ! 
The one complaint that overshadows 
all others is the lack of it.
How many sportsmen stop to con­
sider that the solution cf this prob­
lem rests with themselves? How | 
many have a full appreciation of the ; 
myriads of game bind® and mammals. 
that are illegally taken in the course, j 
cf a year? A casual violation., the ! 
taking o.f a bird or two over the hag 
limit or out of season, se-ems trivial 
enough to him who is guilty o.f such 
a lapse from gcod sportsman,si i.p-,
but multiply tlhfe by a million, or two I 
and the result is staggering.
Approximately 5,000,000 men take t I
AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES
A guaranteed- hot water bottle foj 
$1.00. F. E. Parker.
Lovers of gcod tea and cc.ffee can 
find some to their taste at Edgar R. 
Toothaker’s.
E. H.- Whitney ilia© Pratt’s stock 
food for ©ale-. It pay® to use a 
good one.
Sedgel'ey & Co. havle one tot ot 
wool- serge skirts, black and blue, 
marked to $2.00 each,.
Jap-A-Lac, a varnish and stain cob- 
bimed, revives old woodwork, fuami- 
ture, floor, etc. Easily applied, 
quickly dried. Get a can. at the Phfl. 
lips Hardware store and brighten up 
tilings generally.
Whet your appetite with, earns of 
those nice fresh parsnip® and spinach 
green© at G-ecrge Bean’s.
A carefully selected stock of wall 
paper can be found at the stare ot 
C. F. Chandler & Son, all prices and 
all style®.
Those who wear the watch brace­
let are loud in their praise of their 
convenience, a® weld' as thedr orna­
mental use. You can. find a good 
selection at the Phillips jeweler’s, A, 
G. C-ronkMte.
D, F. Hoyt ha® in stock, ear pout­
ers’ apron®, cooks’ aprons, shop 
ccats, barbers’ coats, bar coats, 
butchers’ coats, etc., etc.
Good time to buy a pair of Wales 
Goodyear rubbers at C. M. Hoyt’s.
the field every year fin this country. 
Let us assume that only 20 per cent 
of these transgress the game laws 
and that the average illegal bag is 
only two bird®. That makes 2,000,* 
000 bird® taken from the men. who 
obey the law to the letter!
Now, the game laws are made by 
the people. There is no aristocracy 
in this country in whose e&ctaftR 
interest sucili legislation is done. 
These law® are the sportsmen’s pad, 
a® it were, that the game shall be 
given a fair chance.
To all intents and pu.rpcse® Amer­
ican sportsmen-, our Canadian cous­
ins included, constitute a great fam­
ily with interests which' are identical. 
In what esteem i® a man held who 
robs has kith and kin? Yet that is 
substantially what takes place when 
one sportsman—by taking it illegally 
—deprive® hi® law-abiding brother
sportsmen of game to which they 
jbave a right.
Violators of gome laws may be di­
vided Into three general classes:
The young.
The ignorant.
The thoughtless-.
Publication and the creation of a see 
tiinuent which wtLH make a man asham­
ed of hdmself for taking what doee 
not belong to him are the two weap­
on® with. Which all of these cLassei 
must be opposed. Organization is 
the medium, through which these 
weapons can be most successfully 
used.
Evidence of progress is not want­
ing. The Illinois Sportsman, orgai 
of the Illinioi® -Sportsmen’s League, 
thinks sentiment -is drifting in tin 
right direction. In a recent issue it 
says in part:
“There are hundreds of them [mar­
ket hunter® and frequent violators) 
who are today firm believers In the 
theory that every true sportsman 
should make a resolution to assist to 
the enforcement of the laws. One 
old hunter, j,n discussing the quest­
ion said,; ‘I will admit that I 
in the past killed a liittle game out of 
season, but I have quit. I can so* 
it plainly enough- that if we are to 
have any sport in the future, 
either hunting or fishing, those who 
follow the game must see that the 
others obey the law®. The warden* 
cannot be everywhere. The sports- 
men ought to be able to grasp the 
seriousness o.f the case before the®.
‘The boys must change th«r 
ways. Give the game and fiah 
fair shake. Wait until the season 
open©, so all of us wiilll have an. even 
break in the race for tine firing- 
line. ’ ’ ’
SUBSCRIBE NOW  FOR MAINE 
WOODS. $1.50 A YEAR.
I M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M AINE, MARCH 9, 1916,
CLASSIFIED
e*r»t a word In  advunc*. N o headline or 
rdtadar- SiWboeot* hi a. b. c. order
FOR SALE—Desirable bouse lots in 
Phillips. Add rests Maine Woods.
PRESSED bay at $16 per ton. Small 
pigs and shoals. B. F. Beal, pblflt- 
Ufa, Me.
Smokers, my “ government seal’ ’ cig­
ars are better than most 5 cent 
cigars. Send $1.50 fcxr trial box of 
60 cigars and. be convinced. J. H. 
Hannon, 195 South, Millihenry street, 
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio-.
FOR S A L E  OR E X C H A N G E — Y o u n g , 
#ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy 
and light. 'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross, 
Phillips, Me.
— ----------------- ---------------------------------
RABBITS WANTED—Will pay fif­
teen cents each. Must be in good 
condition and non-poison ous, and
dressed leaving skims on. Cam. nse 
forty per week until April 1st. Tel. 
54-15. M. F. Stevens, Dover, Me.
65 VALUABLE FORMULAS, Tricks, 
Illusions and House Hold hints in my 
interesting magazine of two .issues. 
Sent complete for a dime. E. Stanley 
Johnson, P. O. Box 144, Burnside, 
Conn.
WANTED—April- 1st. Gtiirtl) for gen­
eral housework. Mrs. Joel Wilbur, 
Phillips, Me.
WANTED—Work in small family by 
a middle-aged woman. Box 68, Phil­
lips, Me.
..............  -  ......... -
To Save umbrellas.
When you come In from the rain 
put the umbrella in the rack with 
the handle downward, because when 
the handle is upward the water runs 
down inside to the place where the 
ribs are Joined to the handle and can-" 
not get out, but stays, rotting the 
cloth and rusting the metal until slow­
ly dried away. The wire fastening the 
ribs soon rusts and breaks. If placed 
the other way the water readily runs 
off and the umbrella dries almost im­
mediately.
Add tc World’s Capital.
Every occupation, even the meanest, 
which adds anything to the capital of 
mpmkind, if followed assiduously, with 
a desire to understand everything con­
nected with it, is an ascending stair 
whose summit is nowhere and from 
the successive steps of which the hori­
zon of knowledge perpetually enlarges. 
—James Anthony Froude.
___
FO R
G U N S  A N D  
F I S H - R O D S
W i l l ia m  F .  N y e  is the great­
est authority on refined oils in the 
world. He was the first bottler; has 
the largest business and N Y O I L  
is the best oil he has ever made.
N Y O I L
H A S  N O  E Q U A L .
Beware of scented mixtures called 
oil. Use NYOIL on everything 
where a light oil is needed. It pre­
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica­
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on 
your firearms and your rod. You will 
find it by far the best. Hardware and 
sporcing goods dealers sell it in large 
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and 
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
W M  F .  N Y E ,
New Bedford, Mas*.
M APS O F M A IN E  
RESORTS A N D  R O A D S
Town Warrant
To A . G . C ron khiie , a Constable in the town o f P h illip s , in the 
County o f F ra n k lin } G reeting:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to 
notify and warn the inhabitants of the town of Phillips, qualifi­
ed to vote in town affairs to assemble at Lambert Hall in 
said town on Monday, the twentieth day of March ,A .D ., 1916 at ten' 
o ’clock in the forenoon, to act on the following articles to wit:
A rticle i . T o choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
A rt. 2 . To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.
A rt . 3. To hear reports and allow accounts of Town Officers.
A rt. 4 . To choose Selectmen, Assessors, Overseers of the 
Poor, Treasurer, one or more members of the Superintending School 
Committee, Collector, Fire Warden, one or more Constables, two or 
more Fence Viewers, Sealer of Weights and Measures, Surveyors of 
Lumber, W ood and Bark and other usual Town Officers required to 
be elected in March annually.
A rt. 5. To raise money for support of common schools.
A rt. 6 . To raise money to pay interest on school fund.
A rt. 7. To raise money for repairs on school property.
A rt. 8. To see if the town will vote to maintain a Free High 
School and raise money for the same.
A rt. 9. T o  see what sum of money the town will vote to raise 
for the purchase of text books for the ensuing year and proceed to 
raise the same.
~^ART- 10. T o  see what sum of money the town will vote to 
raise for insurance,_  appliances, supplies and labor for school pur­
poses and proceed to raise the same.
A rt . i i . To see what sum of money the town will vote to ap­
propriate for the payment of town charges for the ensuing year and 
proceed to raise the same.
A rt. 12. To see what sum of money the town will vote to ap^ . 
propriate for the payment of town officers’ bills for the past year 
and proceed to raise the same.
A rt. 13. To see what sum of money the town will vote to ap­
propriate for the support of highways and bridges in said town for 
the ensuing year and proceed to raise the same.
A rt . 14. T o  see what sum of money the town will vote to ap­
propriate for the payment of bills for breaking roads the past winter 
and proceed to raise the same.
A r t . 15. T o see what sum of money the town will vote to 
appropriate for the abatement of taxes for the ensuing year and pro­
ceed to raise the same.
'A rt. 16. T o  see what sum of money the town will vote to ap­
propriate to aid the G. A. R. Post in the observance of Memorial 
Day and proceed to raise the same.
A r t . 17. T o set what sum of money the town will vote to 
appropriate for the purchase of books for, and support of the Free 
Public Library and proceed to raise the same.
A rt. 18. T o see what sum of money the town will vote to pay 
a Road Commissioner per diem if one is appointed.
A rt. 19. T o see if the town will vote “ yes” or “ no” on the 
question of appropriating and raising money necessary to entitle the 
town to state aid, as provided in Section 20 of Chapter 130 of the 
Public Laws of 1913.
A rt. 20. To see if the town will appropriate and raise the 
sum of $533.00 for the improvement of the section of state aid road 
as outlined in the report of the State Highway Commission, in addi­
tion to the amounts regularly raised for the care of ways, highways 
and bridges; the above amount being the maximum which the town 
is allowed to raise under the provisions of Section 19 of Chapter 
130 of the Public Laws of 1913.
A rt. 21 . T o see if the town will vote to commit the taxes of 
1916 on or before the first day of June and when to make the same 
payable.
A rt. 22. T o see if the town will vote to collect interest on all 
taxes remaining unpaid January 1st, 1917, until the same are paid 
and at what rate per month.
A rt. 23. To see it the town will vote to instruct the Collector 
to mail a notice to each taxpayer on or before the 15th day of July 
A. D ., 1916, giving the amount of tax, date that unpaid taxes com­
mence to draw interest and the rate per month.
A rt. 24 . To see if the town will vote to choose a town agent 
and proceed to elect the same.
A rt. 25. To see if the town will vote to authorize the Select-
ARE MUSKRATS 
VEGETARIANS?
Mir. J. H. Tubbs, wiPiitiaig to tine 
Rurail Now-Yorker say®:
“I (have just /read with suirpniisie 
Proif. Massey's statement that musk­
rats are ‘entirely vegetarian’ im. tlieiir 
eatiing. it seems aOJmoist like an ian- 
pertimemoe to take issue with so earn 
input an authority as Prof. Massey, 
but I know positively that hie is mfe- 
taken in this matter. I myself have 
seen a muskrat grab a wild cluck 
and take it to hiis den in tlie hank 
of a /stream. I remember, too, of 
reading somewihere that they are ver? 
destructive to young wild water fowl 
of ail kinds; also that they are great 
egg eaters.”
Most naturalists believe the musk­
rat is largely if not wholly a vege­
tarian. We (have referred to the 
fact that wild ducks often are abun­
dant on ponds whore muskrats are a- 
bundant. We know a gamekeeper 
however, Who says he has seen a 
muskrat take a good sized duck and 
now Mr. Tubbis says he has seen a 
muskrat “ grab” one.
Probably there are muskrats and 
muskrats, just as there are hawks 
and hawks, some having perverted 
appetites. The marsh hawk was pro­
nounced a “ beneficial’ ’ hawk, but the 
keepers on Martha’s Vineyard say 
he takes many heath hens and its, in 
fact, one of the worst enemies' of 
this grouse. It may be that the 
muskrats in some places, and possib­
ly iin all, take more ducks than they 
are believed to take. Gamekeepers 
soon find out what is destroying 
their game and soon put an end' to 
the vermin or reduce its numbers 
sufficiently to show a big increase 
in the number® of the game birds.
We shall be glad to print anything 
our reader® may say about muskrats 
and ducks. Since there were no 
muskrat® in the ponds Where we 
have reared wild duck®, we have had 
no personal experience with this 
subject. We have, however, often 
seen Wild ducks swimming about 
where the muskrats diid not seem to 
alarm them, and it occurred to us 
the ducks would show fear if the 
muskrats were in the habit of de­
stroying them. The safe rule on 1 
game farm otr preserve is to see what 
they do and act accordingly.
MATTERS AT THE 
STATE HOUSE
Many interesting things dame to 
the attention of the Governor and 
Council during the session of their 
last meeting.
All the councilors were present 
with the exception of John C. Scales 
of Westbrook, who with Ms family 
is in Florida.
When Chairman Harry B. Austin of 
the fish and game comimiission asked 
for authority to expend the sum of 
$200 for extra clerk hire the amount 
to come from the eel and sucker rev­
enue, the Governor said he approved 
of the expenditure but objected to 
the method of seiciurimg the funds. He 
suggested the straight appropriation 
of the $200 and having the auditor 
place the item, in the 1916 expenses, 
so the transaction would show.
The Dog Fish Extermination.
Lutlner Maddox of the commdsisioa? 
for the extemrinaticu of dog fish, 
who has been in Washington, pre­
senting the matter to Congress, re­
ported progress. He said that the 
matter had been taken up by and 
was being very seriously considered 
by the Washington people. He had 
expended the amount of the approprla- * 
tion allotted 'him for the work in the 
National Capital1 and he didn’t feel 
like expending any more' of tin® own 
money.
It was later decided that any ar­
rangement Mr. Maddox might make 
with Comoxis sooner Donovan about 
the use of any unexpended balance ol 
the appropriation not to interfere 
with the amount allotted Mir. Davis 
for the work on this State and the 
total not to exceed $1000, would be 
approved.
Among the nominations approved 
was that of W m . Brennan of Port 
Clyde as commissioner of sea and 
shore fisheries.
Beaver Dam Many Years Old.
Naturalists have determined that a 
beaver dam on Eighth lake, in the 
Fulton chain, Hamilton, N. Y., is at 
least 150 years old. There are 126 
distinguishable rings of annual con­
struction and a great thickness that 
has already decayed.
MAINE WOODS
Conducts a first class job  printing departm ent 
which specializes on Camp and H otel work
W h y not let us Help
men to hire money to meet the liabilities of the town, if necessary.
A rt . 26. T o  see what sum of money the town will vote to 
raise for the repair and building of sidewalks and proceed to raise
the same.
Art . 27. To see what sum of money the town will vote to ap­
propriate for the support of poor and proceed to raise the same.
A rt. 28. To see if the town will vote to accept the list of 
Jurors as revised by the Selectmen, Town Clerk and Treasurer.
A rt. 29. To see what action the town will take in relation to 
forming a union with adjoining or neighboring towns for the pur­
pose of employing an expert Superintendent of Schools for such
you witH your 
advertising?
W e design and print Books, L eaflets Folders,
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries 
for maps of the fishing regions o f the 
state, etc. We can furnish the follow­
ing maps:
Franklin County $ .50
Somerset County .50
Oxford County .50
Piscataquis County .50
Aroostook County .50
Washington County ® .50
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in 1.00 
Geological map of Maine .Y
R. R. map of Maine .35
Androscoggin County .35
Cumberland County .35
Hancock County .50
Kennebec County .35
Knox County » .35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties .35
Penobscot County .50
Waldo County . 3b
York County .35
J. W B R A C K E T T  CD ., 
Phillips. - M aine.
union.
A r t. 30. To see if the town will vote to transfer the unex­
pended balances of the following appropriations to the credit of the 
breaking roads appropriation; West Phillips Bridge $254.04. 
Fencing Robbins Cemetery $12.25
A rt. 31 . To see if the town will vote to continue the school 
in the Calden District, so called.
A rt. 32 . T o see if the town will vote to renew its contract 
with the Phillips Water Co;, and take such other action relative 
thereto as may be deemed necessary.
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will be in session 
for the purpose of revising and correcting the list of voters at 
Lambert Hall in said town at nine o ’clock in the forenoon on the 
day of said meeting.
Given under our hands at Phillips, Maine, this first day of 
March A. D. 1916.
J. B L A IN E  M O R R IS O N , ) Selectmen 
N O R M A N  E. B U T L E R , V o f  
C H A R L E S  A. W H E E L E R  ) P h illip s .
\ i e tc ., and w ould be pleased to furnish samples, i ;
: ' dum m ies and prices on request. |
■' 1 1 ’
: | j
' \ !
J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
j | PHILLIPS, MAINE
!
■ i 3
<
6 MAI,ME WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M AINE, MARCH 9, 1916.
AUGUSTA WON
THE SHOOT
Livermore Falls Women’s Club 
Held Them to a Nine-Point 
Lead.
Augusta, Me., March 4 (iSpeciat).— 
By tlhe narrow margin of nine points 
the Augusta rifle team, composed cf 
men, last might, defeated' the wo­
man’s club of Livermore Palis In a
mail match. The score: 
Augusta.
Dionne, 45
Thoimip.9on, 44
Henna, 41
Lee, 41
Gilman, 41
Lathe, 39
Guttom, 38
Briggs, 38
Broadman, 38
Greenlaw, 3§
Totals, 403
Ladies’ Club.
Cora Ward, 43
Grace Wilson, 41
Gladys White, 41
Laur®, Waite, 40
Lida Gibbs, 39
Ada Steams, 39
Lamra SawteMe, 38
Minnie Foyt, 38
Mau.de Bradford, 38
Barbara Pouslnaird, 36
Totals, 394
A STATE WIDE GOOD 
ROADS MEETING
Promises To Be Notable Meeting—  
Maine Loses $10,000,000 Be­
cause of Poor Roads.
- ■' ■ ■ ■ ■
A state-wide good road® meeting is 
to be held at Bangor Thursday, 
March 16 at 2 p. m., under the aus­
pices of the Chamber of Commerce 
and Boards of Trade of Maine as wel 
as the Maine Automobile Association 
and other prominent state organisa­
tion®. Gov. Oakley C. Curtis, the 
members cf the Maine State High­
way Commission together with many 
other well-known people in .public 
and private life have been invited 
to be present.
The, meeting is being called for 
the purpose of discussing the future 
highway situation in Maine. At the 
present time $1,300,000 of the $2,000,- 
000 bond issue lias been expended; 
$500,000 more will be put into state 
highways during the coming sum­
mer leaving only $200,000 of the bond 
issue for 1917.
The Maine Automobile Association 
at a .recent meeting, after consider­
ing ailfl of the. available plan®., decid­
ed that the best way to raise fntnre 
money for highway construction was
D on ’ t waste time with or­
dinary flour when your gro­
cer can give you W illiam  
T ell, milled from  Ohio Red  
W inter W heat. Order a sack  
today and do some blue 
ribbon baking. Y o u  can 
win domestic science prizes 
with the good things baked 
from W i l l i a m  T ell, the 
flour that goes farther.
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co., 
Phillips, Maine.
by means of a mill, tax and it is ten­
tatively proposed, to endorse this, pro­
position. at the Bangor meeting. Oth­
er plan.s, however, undoubtedly will 
be considered, and the best one 
adopted..
The idea of the state-wide meet­
ing originated with the Good Roads 
committee of the Portland Chamber 
of Commerce. At a recent session 
cf that committee it was decided to 
inaugurate a state-Wide good roads 
movement 6n order to assure future 
highway construction in Maine. The 
plan as outlined was to make it a 
state affair,, inviting all Chambers of 
Commerce and Boaird® cf Tirade 
throughout Maine to participate. It 
wa® .also decided to invite delegates 
from the Maine Automobile. Associa­
tion, the Maine State Grange, and 
other leadiimg organizations, to take 
part in the deliberation®..
It was decided to held the meet­
ing at Bangor as the most central 
point in the state and arrangements 
for it have been completed. The 
session Will be at the Chamber of 
Commerce headquarters, but if these 
prove inadequate for the number of 
delegates who attend, adjournment 
will be taken to City Hail.
The movement already has the ac­
tive support of the Portland Cham­
ber of Commerce, the Bangor Cham­
ber cf Commerce, the Lewiston and 
Auburn Boards of Trade and the 
Maine Automobile Association. Speak­
ers will he arranged for who will 
outline the objects of the meeting 
and plan® will be perfected for a 
state-Wide organization which shall 
make its work that of preaching the 
gcispel of good road® fin every corner 
of Maine and of seeing that every 
man, Whose name goes before the 
state primaries in June, makes a 
statement either for or against the 
good roads propaganda. In this way 
the people will know just Whom to 
vote for iin order to carry on the 
work of continuing hfiiglbway construc­
tion in Maine.
It has been ascertained by figures 
calculated on a scientific basis that 
Maine lost $10,000,000 last year be­
cause of poor roads. Normally 
Maine’s summer tourist business bias 
been estimated as averaging about 
$30,000,000 with every prospect that 
it will increase by leap®, and bounds 
as the state’s improved highway sys­
tem is extended. In fact, with the 
completion by the first of July of 
the Portsmouth, N . H ., and Portland 
highway which for years has been 
the bugbear and dread of all tourists., 
it is almost certain that the coming 
season will be the greatest ever 
known in Maine for automobile tour­
ist traffic.
The movement summed up is one 
to see that the present policy of 
highway building in Maine is to be 
earned out in the future, and to see 
that legislation is enacted at the next 
session of the legislature to provide 
funds for .road building and neces­
sary laws to insure their construct- 
on.
Every Chamber of Commerce, 
Board of Trade and other interested 
organization will be asked to send 
five delegates to the Bangor meet­
ing and the affair promises to be one 
of the most notable good roads meet­
ings ever held in Maine.
NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND
A large salmon was the cause of 
some excitement Tuesday When one 
was seen in the pond just above 
the lower bridge at Newport. It 
was estimated to weigh 5 cr 6 lbs. 
The question is how did he get in 
there, for above is the screen and 
below is the dam. Everybody was 
eager to secure the beauty.
A big snowy owl1 i® .passing the 
winter in the pine woed® about the 
city reservoir back of the city farm 
at Augusta. It has been seen by a 
number of local hunters, but so far 
'has managed to avoid being secur­
ed, although several have tried to 
get the bird to mount, as they are 
rare and rather valuable.
To Rem ove Ink.
Cyanide of potassium will remove 
all indelible inks the base of which is 
nitrate of silver. Turpentine or alco­
hol rubbed in hot removes the new 
inks, using soda and soap freely in 
hot water afterward.
Believed in Holidays.
I have a great confidence in thq rev* 
elations which holidays bring forth.—• 
Disraeli.
BOOKS FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS, FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN
T h e  following books are endorsed 
by leading publishers, hunters, trap­
pers and sportsmen in North America. 
T h e  information they contain is re­
liable, having been gathered from ac­
tual expiences and successful experi­
ments of men who are leaders in the 
different branches covered by these 
works.
These books should be in the 
hands of every man who goes into 
the woods, either for pleasure or 
profit.
- rx/v— — —  r-
FOX TRAPPING
A BO O K of instructions, 
tells how to trap, 
s n a r e ,  poison] 
and shoot. A: 
valuable b o o k  
for trappers. If  
all the methods 
as given in this 
had been stud­
ied out by one 
man and he had 
begun trapping 
when Columbus 
d i s c o v e r e d  
America, more 
than four hun-p 
dred years ago L 
he would not be 
half completed. This book is edited by A. 
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra­
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into 
22 chapters, as follow®:
General Information; Baits and Scents; 
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent; 
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow  
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire 
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison; 
My P'irst Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods; 
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old 
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey­
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A  Shrewd 
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches; 
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bo rind, 60 cents.
i l s l i
HUNTING DOGS
De s c r i b e s  in apractical man- 
r, the training, 
(handling, treatment, 
[breeds, etc., best 
gadapted for n i g h t  
Shunting, as well as 
Igun dogs for daylight 
[sport. This book is 
jnot intended for the 
[field trial dog men, 
[but is for the real 
Idog men who delight 
chases that are 
genuine. Contains 
253 pages, size 5 x 7  inches, w'ith 45 illus­
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting, The 
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry, Training 
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train­
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink. _Wolf and 
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and 
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound, Training 
-Specific Things to Teach, Training-Random 
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed­
ing and Cate o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care 
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued), 
Peculiarities o f Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail­
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail­
ers vs Tongners, Music, The Dog on the Trap 
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The 
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The 
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers 
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales. Scotch 
Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt­
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical 
Terms.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.
FUR FARMING
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
De s c r i ­b e s  the
fur-b e a r i n g  
animals, their 
nature, habits 
and distribu­
t i on,  w i t h  
p r a c t i c a l  
methods for 
their capture. 
Contains 245 
pages, size 5 
x 7 inches, 
with 40 illus­
trations. The 
c h a p t e r  on 
“ Tracks and Signs”  is worth dollars to 
young and inexperienced hunters and trap­
pers, as the author shows drawings of the 
footprints of the various animals. The au­
thor is personally acquainted with some of 
the most expert trappers in North America, 
and has also followed the Indians over their 
trap lines, and in this way learned many 
things which to the white man are not gen­
erally known'.
The book contains twenty-four chapters 
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk; 
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The 
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk­
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The 
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The 
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar; 
Tlie Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The 
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs; 
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
DEADFALLS AND SNARES
A BO O K of in­structions for]  
trappers about these 
a n d  o t h e r  home 
made traps by A . R,
Harding. This book 
contains 232 pages, 
sizes 5 x 7  inches, 
and 84 drawings and 
illustrations, printed 
on good heavy pa­
per. The most com­
plete book on how 
to  m a k e  “ home­
made” traps ever 
published. Building 
deadfalls and con­
structing snares, as 
explained in this book is of value to trap­
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards, 
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing. 
The book contains 28 chapters as follows: 
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead­
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone 
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps; 
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set; 
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper 
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare; 
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box 
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Tit Trap; Num­
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch; 
General information; Skinning and Stretch­
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to 
Market; Steel Traps.
Price, pottpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
A B O O K  ofj|~inform ation;1.
s $ _
^ F A R M IN G
I r a
M W ?
about fur-bearing * 5  
animals, enclos-gf 
ures, their habits, s i  
care, etc., and is fy  
th e  recognized 1  ] 
authority on f u r | |  
raising— n ow in 1 1  
fourth edition— 1 |  
written from in-Si 
formation secur-|j 
ed from reliable | |  
sources, includ-f- 
ing U. S. Govern­
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs 
is increasing yearly while the supply is be­
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable 
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il­
lustrations from photographs; 15  chapters 
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to 
Raise; Enclosures, Law's Affecting Fur 
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox  
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink 
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais­
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the 
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching, 
Deer Farming.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cent*.
Land Cruising and Prospecting
IS A  v a l u a b l e  book for home­
steaders, hunters, 
prospectors, guides 
etc. The writer, 
Mr. A. F. Wallace, 
an e x p e r i e n c e d  
land surveyor, land 
cruiser and pros­
pector, in his intro­
duction says: “ To  
the men who fol­
low the compass, 
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed. 
It is not intended for the ‘Professor’ who 
can tell you all about things after they are 
done (by someone else).”  Contains about 
200 pages, 5 x 7  inches, good quality paper, 
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20 
chapters as follows: ,  i'^ U
Maps; The Compass; Examining ana L o ­
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis­
cellaneous Information; Points for Home­
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling 
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s 
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting 
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations 
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes 
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning, 
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River 1 ' rapper.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0  cents.
MINK TRAPPING
A BO O K  of in- struction, giv­
ing many methods 
of trapping. A  val-i 
uable book for trap-* 
pers as it tells in a 
plain way what you 
want to know, that 
is if you want to 
catch mink. This 
book is edited b y f 
A . R. Harding, con-] 
tains about 50 illus-' 
trations and nearly^
200 pages, and is 
d i v i d e d  into 2ob| 
chapters as follows:[“
General Informa-^™^* 
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care 
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and 
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink 
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods; 
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois 
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’ 
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set; 
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young 
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel 
Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
•77  pages,
CAN ADIAN  WILDS
Te l l s  about t h e ^ ,Hudson Bay* Com- „ _  
pany; Northern Indians M  
and their Modes of a 51 
Hunting, Trapping, etc §
Provisions f o r  t h e N  
Wilderness, Things to p i  
Avoid, etc., etc. The (p  
author (Martin Hunter) V 
was w'ith the Hudson g 
Bay Company for about 
40 years— from 1863 to I 
1903 and the informa­
tion is given from al- [ 
most a half century’s 
experience. This book contains 
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company: The “'Free Trader" 
Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Proviv 
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About 
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances, 
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver] 
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, In d ia n  
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting 
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things 
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and 
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal, 
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case 
o f Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling 
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A 
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass 
Eyed Duck, Cood Wages Trapping, A Pard Necea- 
sary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Lais 
Indians. Den Bears. The Mishap o f Raison.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound 60 cents
STEEL TRAPS
S C R IB E S  the
arious makes 
and tells how to use 
them. Also chapters 
on care of pelts, etc, 
This book contains 
333  pages, 5 x 7  m, 
and 130 illustrations, 
printed on good qual 
ity heavy paper. Just 
the book that trappers 
have long needed 
Gives the histoiyof 
steel traps, how made, 
sizes for various ani­
mals with detailed in­
structions on where and how to set. This 
book contains 32 chapters as follows: 
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A 
Few  Failures; Some European Traps; Proper 
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web 
Jaws; Victor, Haw’ley & Norton; Jump Traps; 
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide 
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking 
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where 
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously 
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper 
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and 
Signs; Hints on Fall T  -apping; Land 
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap; 
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and 
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From 
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa­
tion.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound 60 cents.
CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS
TH IS  is one of t h e ^  m o s t  practical 
books on woodcraft 
ever written contain­
ing valuable informa­
tion for all lovers of 
the great outdoors.
The author of this 
book has spent years 
in the woods, so 
knows what is want­
ed by the woodsmen, 
mountain men, pros-, 
pectors, trappers and 1 
the hardy outdoor people in general. It 
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations. 
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures 
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp 
Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps, 
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking 
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms, 
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel­
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt­
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snow- 
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail 
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush 
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and 
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and 
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, peetpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent*.
SCIENCE OF FISHING
TH E  most practi­cal book on fish­
ing ever published. 
T h e  author says; 
“ For those who have 
caught them, as well 
as for those who 
never have.”  This 
g  book describes the 
fish, tells their habits 
and H O W , WHEN 
and W  H E R E  to 
I catch them; also tells 
'i the K IN D  of tackle 
used for each fish, 
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100 
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle A rt” ; Rods; 
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies; 
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle 
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; Surf- 
Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of 
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish; 
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout 
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge 
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and 
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna; 
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair­
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa­
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of 
Fish— Good Places.
Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent*
S E N D  A L L  
O R D E R S  T O MAINE WOODS, P h i l l i p s ,M a i n e
SPFflAI OFFFR one ofthe above 60c books and one year’s 0|
I  subscription to MAINE W OODS, outing edition
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M AINE, MARCH 9, 1916, 1
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A New Questions and Answers Department 
of Interest to Shooters
HOW TO S T A R T  AS 
SHO O TER.
A T R A P -
You read tine day before yesterday 
how Sam Jones* at the Spotless 
Town Gun Club broke a “ straight.” 
You are interested. Yciu know be
shot at something or other with a 
guu that burned powder and threw 
lead, but tihe detail® as to ju®t whiat 
was broken and the kiind of gun used 
are not clear. It seems mysterious 
and complicated. It isn’t at ail. He 
used a shotgun which has a here or 
hole through it about three-quiarters 
of an inch* in diameter, which is 
known as a “twelve gauge.” In this 
gun are used paper shells With brass 
beads. They are loaded with about 
three drams of smokeless powder 
and one and one-eighth ounc es of 
sliot. Tlhe targets or ‘ ‘clay pigeons, 
as they are called, are saucers made 
of a coal tar cemipoaibion which i® 
quite brittle. They aire about four 
indues in diameter. Tfhe “ trap’ ’ is 
really a throwing machiin e wiliicth, by 
means of a meohtandeal arm scales 
these saucers, bottom side up,
through the air about forty yards.
There are five shooting points 
ranged in a sembcirole back of the 
'trap-’ to aocoanmodiate blue five
shooters who make up a squad. Be­
ginning with jNo. 1, which its the ex­
treme left position faring the* traps, 
the shooters take turns, eat lb man
when bis turn to shoot comes, as­
sumes the shooting position: with the 
gun at has shoulder and caillls ‘ ‘pull.” 
The trapper wiho stands back of the 
shooters and (has a lever connected 
with the trap releases a spiring arm 
which scale® the target into the air*. 
The shooter fires and if hie breaks 
the target tlhe scorer call® “ dead,” 
and marks 1 on the scoreboard. If 
he does not bit, lie call® “ lost” and 
marks a zero on* tlhe scoreboard.
Squads usually shoot twenty-five 
shots fcr each man, and: if a mam 
break® all of hlis twenty-five targets, 
he has broken a straight.
You will probably ask why they 
call the throwing machine a “ trap.” 
The word trap is used because trap 
shooting as practiced at present
gether and try it for yourself. Yc-u 
w.iill find trap ©hooters a cordial 
bunch, and after watching thiem a 
while, and talking the matter over 
with seme of the shooters present 
you will; he able to decide just what 
kind of a shotgun you want. There 
are new mien starting the game all 
the time as there always must he 
with* any sport which is rapidly grow­
ing, and you needn’t be a bit afraid 
to display ignorance on any point 
connected with the game. The ether 
shooters present were in the same 
boat themselves ounce, and will take 
great pleasure in coaching you in 
every way possible.
J. T. S., Turtle Creek, Pa.
1. Can I ©hoot a 30-30 Government 
bullet inn a 30-30 rifle?
Ans. Tli© .30 U. S. Government 
cartridge cannot be used in the 
rifle.
2. Which shoots harder, a 30-30 or 
a 11 m.m.?
Ans. If you are referring to the 
old style 11 mm. Manser black pow­
der cartridge, the 30-30 shoots hard­
er than it does.
3. Can I use a metal jacketed bul­
let in a 30-30 rifle.
Ans. Certainly.
L.C., South ConnelLsville, Pa.
1. I© a boy allowed to ^arry a 
shotgun or rifle without a license 
and out cif season, to shoot spar­
rows only?
An®. You are likely to get into 
trouble.
2. Which is the better aLL-round 
gun for big game, the .32 Special or 
the 250-3000 Savage?
Ans. They are about equally pow­
erful*.
3. Which is the better shotgun, a 
12 gauge or a 16 gauge?
An,s. The 12 gauge is the more 
popular.
4. Is smokeless powder harmful to 
the barrels of a shotgun?
Ans. Certainly not. Personally I 
wculdi not use anything else.
J. S., Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
I notice A. L. C. inquires in the 
with a throwing machine" and day * columns how to get one cf the new
saucers is a development cf the old 
game of shooting at live birds which 
were released frem a trap. The 
throwing machine took the place of 
the trap and the clay piigecns took 
the place of the live pigeons. Olay 
pigeon sheeting has many advantages 
o\er live bird shooting. Fcr one 
thing, it is very much less expensive 
and a great deal less trouble. You 
can buy clay pigeons in a barrel 
and store them away In your shoot­
ing bouse, whereas live bird® would 
require considerable care*.
If you want to try tbi© intensely 
interesting sport, find out where 
the nearest trap shooting club is*,
Springfield rifles used now by tike 
Government. I have cue that has 
not been used which I will sell! hiim 
for $17.50.
Ans. The United* State©* Govern­
ment sells Springfield rifles to club 
members with* the understanding that 
the same must not be disposed of 
to anyone outside of the duib. It is 
therefore not permissible to sell 
Springfield rifles unless you* are a 
clubmate cf tine man* to whom you 
expect to sell it.
R. J. G., St. Joseph, Mo. .
Have noted wlitih interest your am- 
. swens under Target Tips, and being
and sihow’ up at one of their practice very ignorant In this subject, would
fiicdiaJl U. S. Army rifle at present is 
the Springfield rifle, Mcdol 1903 cham­
bered fcr the Model 1906 cartridge; 
it shoots a .30 caliber bullet weiglii- 
ing 150 grains at a muzzle velocity 
of 2700 feet per second. If you 
are interested in any particular 
branch of ttha© shooting, I will be 
glad to give you more detailed in­
formation.
W. B., Davenport, Iowa.
I am about to purchase a repeat­
ing rifle and want one that I can 
shoot the same cartridge as I do in 
a revolver or vice versa. Can I 
do this w’ith the 32-20? If not, wihat 
other cartridge can I do* it with ? I*s 
the 32-20 accurate? If not, whiat 
other cartridges are accurate that I 
can use in rifle and revolver? Will 
you please tell me the make of rifles 
and revolvers in which I can shoot 
the same cartridge.
Ans. There are three cartridges 
which are used interchangeably in 
the riffle and revolver, 32-20, 38-40
and 44-40. Of the three I should 
prefer the 38-40. A number of the 
different rifle manufacturers make 
rifles to handle the 38-40 cartridge, 
and several of the revolver compan­
ies make revolvers. I would sug­
gest that you talk the matter over 
with your sporting goods dealer.
A. J. C., North Milwaukee, Wie.
In reading your Target Tips and 
Hunting Helps, I found a suggestion 
for removing leading and powder 
fouling. I have fouled my rifle 
several times so badly that the bul­
let stuck in the barrel and couldn't 
he driven one way or the other. I' 
removed the bullet and fouling with­
out iin jury to the bore by using 
warm water and soap. I wet a ooim- 
mcn. bristle brush dn water and 
rubbed* a little soap on it. Tihii® I 
worked hack and forth from the bul­
let to the end of the barrel from 
both* ends until I had them clean, 
then the slug is easily driven out 
and tihe place where it was cleaned. 
After wiping dry and oiling, the gun 
was in perfect condition. Of course 
this takes mere time than drilling 
out a sllug but there is no danger to 
bore df it is well* dried.
An®. Warm water and soap is a 
very effective mean® of removing 
black powder fouling. I do not 
see how you couild get your riffle so 
fouled that the bullet would stk k 
in the barrel. I suppose you must 
have used a .22 caliber rifle and 
shot it continuously with* black 
powder until it caked up to the 
point where a bullet stuck. If you 
use Lesmok or semi'-sniokeless pow­
der this could not happen, or it ycu 
use. smokeless powder in any larger 
bore than the .22. In all my shoot­
ing^ experience I remember having 
the bullet stuck in the barrel just 
once, which was a number of years 
ago. On that occasion I leaded 
some experimental loads for revolv­
er shooting, and one cartridge by 
accident contained no powdier. The 
primer blew the bullet about on* inch 
beyond the chamber and there it 
stuck.
J. S., Greenfield, Mass.
I note your answer to W. H. L. 
Fitchburg, Mass., who has lodged- a 
cleaning rod and rag dm the barrel 
of his gun. I suggest this method: 
Enlarge the bore of the gun by 
placing it on a hot stove for a few 
minutes. 'The heat will expand it 
.sufficiently so that the rod cam be 
easily with drawn. The barrel1 need
mot be heated so hut whiat it can be 
comfortably held 'im the hand.
Ams. While I have never fried
shoots. If yon* are a  Dong way from 
a trap-shooting club you can pur­
chase a hand trap and a barrel of 
clay target© from your slportihg 
Roods dealer, gather some friends to-
greatly appreciate yctur answering 
these questions through the column*.
1. What caliber riffle® are used 
by gun clubs for target practice?
Ans. Tlhe sport of ©booting fails 
naturally into a number of divisions. 
There is high power riiflle ©hooting at 
Hong ranges, most of which- is done 
| by tihe National Guard ©Ihctgun 
j shooting at the traps, which is done 
with 12 gauge shotguns, using clay 
disfcis called ‘‘day pigeons” thrown 
into the aiir far targets and .22 cali­
ber rifle shooting indoors at 25 yard®, 
and various form© of postal* and re- 
velver matches with, stationary tar­
gets.
2. Whiat is the distance at which 
stationary targets are shot at? Also 
wh.af caliber i© the standard rifle cf 
t!ie U. S*. Army and What is* the 
name of it?
from* the
“Our Doctor
Always Said”
What the family doctor says is al­
ways worth hearing and heeding. He 
bow s that many ills are caused by 
carelessness or neglect. He con­
stantly warns his patients to keep 
their habits regular, if they want to 
keep well. But people are careless 
and soon forget, until a sick headache, 
a bilious attack, or nn upset stomach 
reminds them that they need some­
thing to  act on the bowels. “ L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine is a safe and 
prompt remedy for constipation, and 
is a great help to the stomach and liver.
So good, that this old remedy is the ____ _
family standby in thousands of New An©. As you cam see
i S d B S s r  —  * » « « * *  *  *
f r e e __“Ye Olde Songs,”  words and music net possible to answer the second
« # ■ « *  »  »<*> ■ » «  m m *
together with your opinion of our Medicine. _ agl t o  the Cilia©© Of ShlClptiiing am
“L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me. vbicili you are interested. The of-
Commonwealth Hotel 
Inc.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass. 
Offers room with hot and 
cold water for $ 1.00 per day 
and up, which includes free 
use o f public shower baths.
Nothing to Equal This in New England
Rooms with private baths 
for $1.50 per day and up; 
suites of two rooms and bath 
for $4.00 per day and up.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF 
Strictly a Temperance Hotel 
Send for Booklet
STORER F. CRAFTS Gen. Manager
|
tire stunt you mention, I die not see 
how i>t could work, as tihie sticking, 
so to ©peak, is dome by the rag it­
self jamming. There j© enough 
spring im the rag to take up any 
change in barrel diameter due to 
heat without lioosiehamg it to amy de­
gree. However, if I ever get a 
rod stuck I am going to* try your 
stunt a© it sounds mice and easy. 
Getting a -rag stuck i© a fool trick 
anyway and happens rarely with a 
mam who i® used to hamddlfing and 
cleaning firearms.
A. N., Duluth, Minn.
1. I have a full choke 20 gauge 
shotgun. Is it a good gun for par­
tridge and prairie chicken ? J© it a 
capable gum for ducks, and how 
(Toe® it compare with the 12 and 16 
gauge Shotgun?
An®. The 20 gauge© are used for 
upland shooting. They are not 
good for duck shcotimg. The 12 
gauge is more powerful than the 16 
gauge and the 16 gauge dis more 
powerful thorn the 20 and so on. You 
cannot make a 20 gauge gum do the 
work which a properly -loaded 12 
gauge gun would do.
2. Which, do ycu think i® the* best 
gun ffl>r deer, a .33 cal. or a .32 cal. 
Special?
An-s. There i© very little choice. 
Both are -sufficiently powerful.
3. Wihat is the killing -range cf 
die .33 caliber?
Ans. The .33 caliber cartridge has 
a muzzle velocity of 2060 foot sec­
onds and a muzzle energy of 1889 
foot Db-s. A® practically all game is 
shot at ranges les-s than 300 yards, 
and also whem one considers the 
extreme difficulty of making a hit at 
aijy range over 300 yard©, it may be 
safely said a cartridge of this power 
v/ill kill! at any range at which the 
shooter can reasonably expect to 
make a hit. It i® not sportsman­
like to shoot at any animal at a 
range so .far away that there i® only 
a bare chance of making a hit.
4. What i© a good rear sight for 
quick shooting?
Ans. Open, sights are used best 
for quick shooting. Personally, I 
prefer a straight bar rear sight with 
the small U shaped notch*.
5. What size shot do you think 
is the most suitable fcr a full choke 
20 gauge Shotgun for prairie chick­
en and ducks?
Ans. Shot No. 6 to 7 ¥2 are used 
for prairie chicken, amid No. 4, 5, or 
6 are used for ducks.
J. Mcl., Johnson City, Tenn.
1. What is the energy and veloc­
ity at muzzle and at one hundred 
yards of the .38 S. & W. Special: in 
both black and smokeless?
An®. The .38 S. & W. cartridge 
has a muzzle velocity of 868 foot 
seccnds, muzzle energy of 265 foot 
pound©-. I have no figures for the 
velocity and energy at 10 yards. The 
black and smokeless powders give 
about the same rje suits, as the 
smokeless powder lead is make up 
to duplicate the black powder load.
2. I have ordered a rifle from the 
Repeating Rifle Co. of Philadelphia, 
that % made on the plan of a pistol 
except that it has a shotgun stock 
and 20 in0I1 barrel. What do ycu 
think of it as a camp gun im .38 S. 
& W. Special?
Am®. I have no information on 
this particular riffle.
H. F., Stephenson, Mich*.
1. Which has* the longest killing 
range, a 12 gauge or a 20 gauge 
shotgun, both having 28 inch* bar­
rels using No. 5 fine shot, shooting 
in an open field?
Ans. The 12 gauge.
2. What i® tihe advantage of a 
twist shotgun barrel? Are there 
any, or why are they made?
Ans. The best Mind of barrels 
now-a-days are what ore usually 
termed “-roiled steel”  or “fluid steel.”
3. I® -a Marlin Model 20 .22 cali­
ber riiflle, using .22 long rifle cart­
ridge© powerful enough to kill a weflif 
at a range of -about 25 yards?
Ans. It will certainly kill a wolf 
if it lilts it in a vital spot.
S. J., Natrona, Pa.
Would you advise me to buy a 
Union Firearms Co. shetgun? Do 
you think them reliable?
Ans. With regard to buying any 
particular make of shotgun, this is a 
question for you to determine. Thie 
best way to get information on suclh 
things is to ask your ©booting 
friend© who own the different makes 
of shotguns.
E. R. F., Jacksonville, 111.
1. As I am contemplating a big
game trip to some distant point not 
yet decided upen, and wish to re­
duce my equipment dn bulk and 
weight to a minimum, I would- Hike 
your opinion on a freak gun. 1 wish 
to have this gum made up. I propose 
to cut off the barrels of a 20 gauge 
shotgun to ab-cut 15 inches and put 
on a good strong pistol! stcck in 
place of shotgun butt. This will 
leave a light and portable shotgun 
pistol, preferably of hammerles© 
type, cylinder bore and round ball, 
buckshot or small shot for brush 
spoofing, and* at the same time be 
easy to transport. Of course it will' 
have a very heavy recoil, but I am 
not afraid of that. Now, what to 
know is, will1 cutting off the barrel® 
result in crossing the respective fire 
of each1 barrel so as to interfere 
with sighting for round ball shoot­
ing, a© I understand that most dou­
ble -guns* are b-uilt with a bend or 
concave near the breech to permit of 
extra thickness im barrel© at this 
point, though X realize that if this 
bend i© -near enough to the breech 
and barrels parallel for at Least 
half the distance from the -muzzle 
end that it would not seriously in­
terfere with the relative pattern©- of 
each barrel. What its your opinion 
about this- scheme, and would you 
recommend any. particular make of 
double gun that would best fill my 
-requirements ?
Ans. Frankly I am afraid your 
scheme i© net a very practical one. 
If you cut down a shotgun to the 
size you mention*, you Will reduce 
the weight of the arm to a point 
where amy kind of a decent 20 gauge 
load wi-LL produce a recoil quite a 
b't (heavier than I would care- to 
stand, and* I have fussed around 
with big gun® tor some time. It pro­
bably would not break your wrist 
but the result® would be unpleasant. 
As to making the barrel® cross fire, 
this d© a question which I am a bit 
doubtful about. I have a suspicion 
that it would, and I doubt df tlhe 
accuracy Which would be obtained 
with -suclh a weapon would be suffi­
cient to ©how the ciross-fiirdng any­
way. As to the proper gun to use 
to cut down am tbi® way, I (would 
suggest that you write to the mak­
ers of double gun® and ask them, a- 
bouit it.
2. In your answer to W. H. H. 
of Detroit in regard to the 38-40 tor 
all around rifle, you recommend a 
high- power tor deer hunting, giving 
the accurate range of hi© 38-40 at 
only 100 yard®. How about the 32- 
4 3, which can be loaded wttith lead 
ball for light work, and iis it not the 
equal cf the 30-30 class when the H. 
V. loads are used? If not, why not? 
Will the hairnet* stand uip under con­
tinuous use with the H. V. ammu­
nition?
Ans. I recommend the 38-40 prin­
cipally because there are more of 
them used, the ammunition* is- eas­
ier to get arid- easier to carry. As 
a matter of fact, really the best 
thing to do- i® to get a good high 
power rifle and a .22 caliber, because 
even if you reload your own ©lie'll® 
v/itli light loads, the .22 long rifle 
cartridge is “ far and away” cheaper.
P O P U L A R  P L A C E  FOR B A N Q U E T S
The Falmouth* Hotel', Portland, un­
der the proprietcr©Mip of Col. James 
J. Pooler, i© a favorite place* for ban­
quet®. Tine Colonel hasi for year® 
enjoyed a great reputation for Iiiis 
spread© but this sea-son he has ec­
lipsed all previous records*. Since the 
advent of October there has been no 
week im* which he ha® served les® 
than twelve banquets and on one 
day he had seven. During tine holi­
day® (hie (had: the Charity Ball with 
400, a -big c-cmlnig out party with 700, 
another large party of 600 and a ban­
quet of 240, dm all serving two thou­
sand in addition to the regular hotel 
guest®. Coil. Pooler i-s one of the 
best known, and most popular land­
lords- dm Northern New England and 
is President of the Maine Hotel As­
sociation,.
SUSBCRIBE NOW  FOR M AINE  
WOODS A N D READ A L L  
T H E  OUTING M EW S.
PALMER ENGINES AND 
LAUNCHES.
Special 2 1 2 II. P. engine for esnoes 
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stcck 
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER 
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Poiilar.d, Me.
M A IN E  WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M A IN E , MARCH 9, 1916.
MAINE AS A
WINTER RESORT
Poland Spring Popular and Mansion 
House and Riccar Inn Full 
of Guests
The last week has seem a great 
carnival at Poland Spring and tflie j 
■winter sports have been in fu.13 
blast.
Washington's birthday always 
brings a crowd to this place, but 
this year ha® broken alll records. In 
fact, they have been crowded since 
Lincoln’s birthday, February 12th, 
and both at the Mansion House and 
Riccar Inn every room has had its 
occupants. Hundreds more have 
been denied accommodations, and 
could they have cared for them not 
less than. 700 people would have 
been entertained by the Rickers.
And what an entertainment it is! 
Winter sports of all kinds are pro­
vided here as these princes' of hotel 
men leave no stone unturned to 
make their guests happy. There is 
no formality on the hilltop and every­
thing is unconventional. Introduo-
The merry laughter of the riders! 
mingle with the music of the bells 
and ail dull, care is driven away. It] 
is a grand good sport and thcroughf- j 
ly enjoyed by all. Change one 
word in the poem of Tom Hood and 
we have the spirit of this sport:
Those morning bells, those morning 
bells!
How many a tale their music tells,
Of youth and home and that sweet 
time,
When last I heard their soothing 
chime.
The Skating Rink.
It is something of a question which 
is the most popular, the skating 
rink or the toboggan slide. Per­
haps on the whole the rink heads 
the list even though it may not be 
as thrilling an experience.
This skating rink is tin the open 
air and but a few rods from the 
Mansion House! It is 250x70 feet 
in area and with the first break of 
day a force of men gives the ice a 
scraping and then cover the sur­
face with a thini layer of water. This 
is done each morning and with such 
weather as we have been having it 
is frozen and ready for use in an 
hour.
lake from which the snow has been 
cleared. By that time the speed is 
somtethiing terrific and a ccol head 
is necessary and the slender board 
with its occupants shoots a long dis­
tance out over the surface. One of 
the most anient admirers cf this 
sport is Thomas W. Lawison, who is 
very daring on the toboggan. Mr. 
Law seal is not here at this time al­
though bis two daughters, Miss Jean 
Lawison and Mrs. James F. Lord, 
are both here and enjoy the sport 
as well as their famous father. With 
snow shoes-, skids, skating and the to­
boggan there iis a constant round of 
amusement and time never lags in 
this place.
The Burros.
Something is providied for every 
person, at this resort and even the 
small children are by no means 
overlooked. For their amusement 
there is a span of bwnroslh from the 
Grand Canyo” and these have been 
especially trained fer the little folks. 
A nice two seated sleigh helps to 
make a perfect outfit. These mini­
ature animals are not swift enough 
to do a” y damage although' now and 
then they take a notion to run for 
the stabile. These burros are fam­
ous all over New England and have 
been diriven by thousands of children.
COON HUNTING
AS A  PASTIME
Old Hunter Can Give Interesting 
Accounts of the Sport.
Ridlonvilllei, Me., Feb. 29, 1916.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
Will you kindly allow me 
through your esteemed column® that 
I may write a few lines an that very in 
teresiting pastime, coon hunting. Now 
perhaps the reader of this article to 
a coon hunter of many years’ ex­
perience; if so, these few lines 
from your humble servant may bring 
to his memory many happy nights 
that he and pard and their good dog 
have put in while in search of coon- 
ie.
Now we will begin by saying that 
this sport differs very much from 
fishing, as the old man said, all you 
need to take along cn a fishing trip 
is some live bait and a quart of rum. 
Not SO' for a coon hunt.
We will say for instance this coon 
hunt is to happen here in Maine and 
most always in the night tame. I 
should as soon think of walking a- 
crosis Richardson lake in July as to
-------" "  ‘ 'm
fasten the dogs on the chains and 
snap them to the ring on our belts; 
hang our (lights on dry limbs, gather 
up some tiny dry twigs and a few 
Leaves and touch a match to them, 
then add some larger dry wood, 1®. 
pin the skillet, dip it full of mo®, 
tain stream water, dig down for the 
grub and dry tea, put on our sweat­
ers, and believe me, you can j0
Next comes the dog question, wlac) 
among old ooan hunters is a m-att# 
of fancy, as' some prefer silent trail­
ers while others like the dog that 
tongues freely on the trail.
I have found it more pleasant to 
use two dogs. No. 1 a fox hound 
trained for coon and never allowed 
on the fox trail. This dog will- al­
ways bark freely on the trail', hint sel­
dom barks at the tree, and pretty 
true on a cold trail and amongst 
leaves. For deg No. 2 I like a 
cross, sired by a genuine bull terrier 
and out of an American' fax hound. 
They are usually silent trailers and 
game to the core and will bark tree 
to beat four of a kind. I have used 
this dog combination with golden, re­
sults and they should- make coon 
hunting both pleasant and profitable, 
Emerson P. Bartlett.
justice to whatever eatables remain 
on hand last time round. Then atf
tionis are almost unnecessary here as 
the guests make up one big family 
and all are in a jolly mood.
The severe cold snap has' been a 
God-send to one and all as it has 
made Skating, toboggan sliding and j 
sleigh riding possible. Snow-shoeing 
and traveling with skits have also 
been popular and almost with the 
first peep of the morning sun part­
ies of from two or three to a dozen 
start off for a hike of several miles 
over the deep sno-w. And these 
are by no mean® confined to the 
men as many a young girl coanes 
back with the bloom of health on 
her cheeks as the result of a five- 
mile tramp over trie pathless snow.
Next in the line of long distance 
sports are the sleigh rides and 
these are always taken either with 
a span or with four horses. And 
a royal sport it is! Wrapped in warm 
robes the fleet horses are away to 
the tintinnabulation of the bells.
There’® a music rings out an the air, 
As if cherubs were humming a 
song.
Now it’s high., now it’s low, here and 
there.
There’s a harmony floating, floating 
along!
While tine steeds are neighing their 
joy,
T'o the tune of the bells, ring-a-diing!
OTTER POND CAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish- 
in s and hunting. Send for circular.
GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop., 
Caratunk, Me.
F I S H I N G
AT
John 6arville*s (Samps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps 
■re most charmingly situated on the shores of 
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, 
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, 
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen­
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria 
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake 
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring 
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. 
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family 
summer resort. Telephone communications with 
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms 
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor 
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot­
ing. Write for illustrated booklet and 
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, 
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, 
Maine.
PIKR-CE POND
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and 
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes 
out. Send for circular and references. 
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE 
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. 
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty 
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, 
Maine.
Y O R K  C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE
J LEWIS YORK, Prop.
The skaters commence to gather 
immediately after breakfast and from 
that time until late at night they 
are coming and going. Old and young 
alike may be seen here at all hours 
and some of these are among the 
famous experts of the country. Fan- 
cv skating is extremely graceful and 
on the seats around the outside a 
crowd of people gather to see their 
gli'diing movements. With the first 
shadows of evening the electric 
lights are turned on and from that 
time until nearly midnight the fun 
goes on. These lights are arrang­
ed around the rink and the place is 
made as light a® day. It is an in­
suring sight to see the skaters either 
by day or night, and still more in­
spiring to the skaters themselves.
The Toboggan Slide.
The toboggan slide is a thriller. 
This is partly natural and. partly 
artificial. It commences in the 
rear of Riccar Inn and in. a distance 
of 600 feet the fall is 100 feet. The 
slide itself i® but twenty-two inches 
wide -and hemmed in by a wall of 
snow on each side. This prevents tine 
toboggan from leaving the track and 
thus all danger is eliminated. From 
six to eight persons can easily find 
room, on the toboggan and when the 
start is made it goes faster and 
faster until it reaches the frozen
LAK EW O O D  CAM PS,
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
In one of the best loqalities for fishing and 
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with 
or without bath. For particulars write for free 
circular to
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps, Middledam, Me.
VIA RUMFORD FALLS 
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly 
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular. 
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., 
Upper Dam, Maine.
DEAD RIVER REGION 
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every 
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca­
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting 
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. 
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
Rangeley L akes 
R angeley, -• M aine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. 
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part­
ridge and duck hunting.
RANGELEY TAVERN 8  LAKE VIEW BOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile 
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House 
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine..
Come to the Maine Woods
Saddleback Lake .Camp offers rustic 
surroundings and comfortable cabins to 
anyone looking for good fishing and 
rest. Write for booklet and references to 
HEMON BLACKW ELL.
Dallas, Maine
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis. The Birches. The Barker. Write 
for free circular.
CAPT. P. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
Round Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free 
booklet. DION O. BLACKW ELL. Proprietor.
Round Mountain. Maine
To see them jogging along With, their 
load of rosy-cheeked children is a 
great sight. During the summer 
months they are out to pasture but 
in the winter they are in steady use. -
Everyone comes here for the win­
ter sports and even the gray squir­
rels do their full part in, entertain-1 
ing the guests. The children love 
to feed them and they arte kept as 
fat as butter balls. They may be | 
seen at all hours through the day | 
running around the buildings and I 
over the broad lawns. In fact, 
these squirrels are a part of the en­
tertainment given to the guests at 
Poland Spring.
It is a curious fact that the people 
who come here in winter are all 
anxious for the most severe weath­
er. A howling blizzard is their de­
light and then they all scatter for 
the open. During the early part of
the winter many of the regular 
guests kept away on account of the 
mild weather but with the first fall 
of snow they began to pour dn.
The Evening Sports.
The evening sports are of two 
kinds, dancing and candy pulls. 
These latter are 'held dn the big 
kitchen of the Mansion House and 
one of them affords a world of mer­
riment far the entire, crowd. As a 
dance is held in the big bald of the 
Ri-ccar Inn every week day evening 
the candy pulls are reserved for 
Sunday evening and more than 100 
people gather in the kitchen. M-ns. 
A. B. Ricker, Mrs. Prince and Miss 
Pamela Leonard are the masters of 
ceremony on these occasions, while 
the guests help dn sending. The can­
dies made are of all kinds, such as 
fudge, molasses chips, butter scotch 
and penucihee. The molasses after 
being boiled to the proper comslsteni- 
cy is taken out and the mass is pull­
ed after which it is drawn out thin 
and then stood up on a table. Then 
the distribution commences and the 
candle® are served an plates. Ap­
ples, aider and pop corn are also a 
part of the program as the Whole 
occasion is old-fashioned farm life 
revived and renewed. It is delight­
fully informal and an ample supply 
is always on band. These candy 
pulls have become famous all over 
the country and they are now a feat­
ure ot life at this establishment. 
What the Rickers cant’ think of in 
the line of entertaining their guests 
Is not worth bothering about.—(Lew­
iston Journal of February 24.
The Pleasure
Of an Occasional Trip to
PORTLAND
Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a 
Home During Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern 
House In the City, With All Conven­
iences Including Hot and Cold Running 
Water and Local and Long Distance 
Telephone in All Rooms.
Just a step lrom Monument Square
Restaurant Connected. Kates Reasonable. 
Take the "Jitney”  or Munjoy Hill car from 
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up. 
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
H. E. THURSTON, R. F. HIMMELEIN,
Proprietors.
Where To Go In Maine
gc coon hunting in the day time. 
About the first thing to consider is 
to fill your pockets with grub. One 
of the party should carry a handful 
cf dry tea and a skillet commonly 
used by camping parties for frying 
“ flapjacks.” Put a large blanket 
pin through the handle and pin It to 
your vest under your coat. As this 
hunt will' be late fin the season when 
fur is prime, so boys lash youf 
heavy sweater to your belt so that 
when you stop to eat your lunch, or 
sit down and try to see who can tell 
the best story you can, take this 
sweater from your belt and put it 
on. I know from experience you 
will need It. Rut if you jump up 
all of a sudden as the beautiful 
voice of the dogs break the silence of 
the frosty night as they strike a 
warm foot, termed also a fresh trail, 
take the sweater off and put fit in 
your belt again.
Four make a good coon party, 
though two usually figure up a little 
better financially. As a rule, all 
travel together. One very flight sin­
gle shotgun and a .22 revolver is all 
the firearms needed in the party. 
Each member should carry a good 
light of some kind. I fliave used a 
number of different sizes and styles.
I carried a solar carbide light four 
seasons that cost three dollars. I also 
have used an electric dry cell, cost­
ing $3.50 and prefer it to the solar 
gas light. It is heavier but much 
cleaner to (handle. I use these 
lights to traveil by and to search 
trees where the dogs are barking up 
and it is a very rahe thing when I 
| find a tree that I cannot shine 
coomy’s eyes with if hie is on the 
branches. Pard will shine the coon’s 
eyes which look as large as teacups, 
while yours truly unihooks a flight 
charge cf shot at him and down he 
comes. Say, Mr., this is where your 
dogs receive pay for their hour and 
a half’s hard traveling. With the 
open air exibition No. 1 all over and 
your game hung on, a dry flimb of a 
nearby tree and the dogs barking up 
again, we turn the light skyward 
in search of more eyes. Many is 
the time I have taken four and five 
coons from one tree and once in a 
great while we find a tree that it is 
impassible to search) from the ground, 
and this fis where it calls for an ad­
dition to the kit mentioned above.
First thing to be done is for one 
of the party to strap on the pde 
climbers which are usually carried by 
one of the party and up lie goes 
and when he reaches; the limbs he 
touches-a match to his Baldwin gas 
lamlp that only cost $1.25 and is ah 
ways carried in the packet expressly 
for this purpose, and with it you 
can cover every inch of any tree. 
Now if you see him, yon take your 
little -22 from your pocket and soon 
he is rolling on, the green with the 
dogs. Of course some of your coons 
are located fin hollow trees and some 
in ledges and tine like.
But listen, boys, many a hard, long 
night I have put in when I diidi not 
see a coon at all, but in this article 
I will not take up any of my hunts, 
though, I could fill many pages of 
sporting papers with my coon hunt­
ing experiences.
Well, boys, we will say it is 11 
o ’clock and we are on the banks of 
a magnificent mountain stream and 
sheltered from the north wind® by 
Allen, mountain down, fin Sumner. We
To Save Toll.
Clean your bathtubs with whiting 
and kerosene oil. Little rubbing is re­
quired, as the oil removes the “high 
tide” line readily and it will not in­
jure the enamel of tub, which cannot 
be said of all cleaning powders. Last­
ly, wash with warm suds and polish 
with dry cloth.
Radish Garnishes. I
Radishes are a pretty garnish for 
all cold meats, and the better In that 
they are eatable—parsley is not eaten 
by many. Always leave on the two in­
ner leaves and cut off the tip or make 
the radish tulips.
Rusty Flat Irons.
To remove rust from flatirons satur­
ate a piece of flannel with ammonia, 
then rub the irons. Dry with a cloth 
sprinkled with powdered bath brick.
When Napoleon Was Wounded.
Napoleon, like almost 111 great mili­
tary leaders, was wounded in course of 
his military career, though once only. 
This was before Ratisbon, on April 
23, 1809. He was struck by a grape 
shot ball, and received a flesh wound, 
which disconcerted him so little that 
he mounted his horse, wiping away 
the blood with a handkerchief. The 
ball was picked up by an officer, who 
treasured it so highly that it passed 
as an heirloom to his children and 
grandchildren. It now rests In the 
Musee at Paris.
S T A T E  OF M AINE.
County of Franklin, ss.
To Frederick N. Watktnsom, of 
Rangeley, in said County of Frank­
lin.
Whereas, Frederick N. Watkins® 
on the 4th day of August,’ 1915, mort­
gaged to Rangeley Trust Company of 
Rangeley the following personal pro­
perty: ALL of the surveying and
mapping instruments and equipment 
office fixtures and book® consisting 
in part as follows: Otne transit, one 
large srveyiing compass, one For­
est -Service Standard surveying com­
pass, two large drawing tables, one 
new Oliver typewriter, model No. 
seven, drawing instruments, tec­
hnical and scientific hooks, & 
volumes, costing from one to fhe 
dollars per volume, tents, camping 
equipment, etc., of the said Freder­
ick N. Watkinsom, to secure W  
meat of two hundred- dollars which 
mortgage is recorded in the town 
re cordis of the town of Rangeley. 
book Volt. F page 101 and whereas 
the conditions of said mortgage have 
been broken, now therefore, notice 
is hereby given of our intention, to 
foreclose said; mortgage for bread 
of its conditions.
March 6, 1916.
Rangeley Trust Co.,
By H. B. McCard, Treasureff.
F O R  S A L E  
ON EASY TERMS 
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
Just across the little cove from the 
Mountain View House, at the o u tle t of 
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished. 
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The moBt 
desirable place on the shores of the 
lake. Tjjiree acres of land. For partic­
ulars address,
F. C. FOWLER,
New London, Conn.
M A IN E  W O O D S , P H IL L IP S ,  M A IN E , MARCH 9, 1916.
MEETINGS TO BE 
HELD FOR A  WEEK
freliminary Speaking Contest Fri­
day Evening, March 10.
(Special Correspondence.)
Strong, March. 7.—Miss EHie Itiioh- 
jrij, who is teaching at Jaiy, spent 
^ week-end with relatives fin tow.n.
t^urned to i w  school Monday 
i-oratag.
Tbs preliminary speakin g contest 
;rjjl be held next Friday evening, 
jSareh 10 in the Methodist dlmreih, 
ar the purpose of choosing the best 
and girl speaker from the 11 
makers wiho are to take part in the 
jnteat. There wfilii be three judges 
^ music will be famished by the 
ghoote under the direction of Miss 
ieen, the music beadier. Adimds- 
;ko to contest, 10 and 20 cents.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith of Far- 
-jjgton Palls have moved into Verne 
jjchsrdsan’s house (formerly the 
iRSiam Dyer house) and Mr. Smith 
iff work for Raymond Starbird.
mhngton Saturday on buslines®.
All the schools in to win, except tog 
the lliiigh, school closed 'last Friday. 
Tine High S'dhool'^ wniill closi© next Fri­
day for a  two weeks’ vacation.
Raymond: Starbird wais jin Farmling- 
ton last Thursday on a business 
triip.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Kennedy and 
children spent Sunday with her 
brother, Earl© Ficister and. family.
Mr. and Mrs. ELiislia handers were 
called to Phillips last week by the 
illness and death of finer father, Mr. 
Benjamin. Butler.
Mrs. W. J. Trefethien o f Wilton 
spent several days to towm recently, 
the guest o f Mrs. Dan Leighton.
Mrs. Fernando Dow underwent a 
very crtioail surgical operation at 
Dr. Beilis hospital Hast week. Her 
friends wiiM be glad to know she is 
Slowly recovering under tliie care of 
Mrs. Gusta Lisihermes®.
Mrs. W. R. Vintog was to Far­
mington on busitoeas Monday.
Rev. John Dunstan preached a 
most toterestong sermon last Sun­
day morning on “Angels.”
Mrs. Charles B. Luce has been 
quite ill recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chandler of
much 'stonished to find the little 
baby bear ail frozen by her side. 
They sold the baby to a Bangor man 
and probably it will bie stuffed to 
took real natural, fotr such a teeney- 
weeney bear will be very toteresting 
to look at for people who Like bears 
and things like that 
The baby bear is perhaps better 
off for they say that freezing to 
death is very delightful and that 
would have been better than grow­
ing up and being caught to a trap 
around the paw and having to eat it 
off to get away. Very much better. 
Poor little bear.—Bangor Newis.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Leighton very * niJliips were the guests of thieiir son, 
Yasaatly entertained a few friends j 1 lairr-v Chandler and wife several 
it w'hist Tuesday evening of last c*ay& la)*rt TOeelc-
Teek. T,lie score and placards were Miss ( Iuudia Johnson Iliad charge 
of Dutcli favors. Refreshments wer< °^ ^ 10 Central telephone office liaist 
-rred which consisted of coffee, * 1 night donning the absence of 
sindwidies, ealtines, pfidkies and ( Ja,ron'co 1 as,il•
',X, cookies. Those present were. I A serie® o f Meetings will be held 
ir and Mrs Fred Leathers, Mrs. C at th<3 Methodist church commencing 
W Bell, Miss Myrtle Pushee, Mrs. next Sunday and continuing until 
m  Starbird, Misses Clarissa Fmiajy- Every &ervlce wW  be at 
Fiat and Bernice Morrill. |7.30 p. m. Church meeting ©very
evening after Monday. Rev. G. A. 
Woodcock of Sadlem will preach on 
Tuesday. Lent is an appropriate 
season to take stock of our Christian 
life.
T,h© .Eastern Stars gave a flinch 
party in their had! Tuesday evening 
of tills week.
Th© services at West Freeman 
have suffered through iineJiemenf 
weather during the past month. Mr. 
Dunstan hopes to see them in full 
swing by next Sunday.
Tii© Queen Esthers meet tills week 
with Mrs. Howard.
Rev. John Dunstan spent Tuesday 
with Rev. J. R. OLifford of Wilton, 
preparing for the coming conference.
Tl» Ladies' Aid served dinner in 
Fits* hall Monday for those attend- 
Dl town meeting.
Ervin Newell is moving hi® fam­
ily into the upstairs rent in George 
.-.’sby’s house. Mr. Newell will 
mfc for Raymond Starbird.
Last week the close parts were as- 
med for the High eoliool grad unt­
ie as follows: Salutatory, Bur-
r^d Look; valedictory, Marion 
pj'iardeon; oration, Clarence Tash; 
ifctoiy, Hazel Rounds; essay, Ralph 
:at»; French poem, Nellie Sample; 
jss will, Donald Johnson; deciliama- 
j®, Holman Daggett; prophecy,
Q ratine McLeary. The honor parts 
we determined by rank and the 
jera were selected by th© dais®. 
Tbe ranks were: Burcthand Look. 
Hi; Marion Richardson, 88.91; CTar- 
ace Taah, 88.84; Hazel Rounds, 
tiL
Robert Stubbs has gone to New 
Jersey to have charge of clearing a 
vge park. Several from town ac- 
smpaaied liim to assist in the work, 
-long them were, Venn© Richardson. 
Harold Smith, Frank Phillips, Clar­
as® and Roscoe Stevens, Arditoe 
-danlson. „
Th® Missionary meeting will be 
Mrs. Susie Daggett this week.
There were 52 from town who at- 
aided the drama at New Vineyard 
-* Friday evening.
won Gage of Farniingtcn Fal’s 
t28 the guest of friends to town 
war Sunday.
i’meent Pottle and Carroll Rounds-! 
to Lewiston last Thursday 
an d attended the play, “ It 
#8 to advertise.”
Florence Gabriel was fin Far-
OUT OF THE RACE 
L^eu one wakes with stiff back, 
in muscles, aches to joints, or 
rieumattc twinges, lie cannot do hiiis 
If you feed out o f th© race, 
Ad, languid, or (have symptoms of 
toy trouble, act promptly. Fofley 
wdney Puis, help tlie kidneys get rid 
Poisonous waste matter that cams- 
' trouble. Floyd E. Parker.
A B O U T  A POOR L IT T L E  BEAR
A man cam© up on the Washing­
ton county train last week. He had 
a pasteboard box under his arm and 
it he had asked everyone in Bangor 
to guess will,at.was to it, no one 
would have come anywhere near it. 
It was a tiny bear, about as big as 
a half-grown cat. People wiho know 
somethfing about bears said that tine 
cub wa,s probably not more tlnan ten 
da vs odd. He was very, very dead.
This little bear had hard luck. He 
and his mamma were out walking in 
the woods down in Franklin when 
they very unexpectedly met some 
boys who were out looking for bob­
cats. The boys had only small shot 
in their guns but fired at the mam­
ma bear and then took to their heeds 
for they didn’t suppose they had 
killed her. But alas for the baby 
bear, they did, and she went down 
In a heap in the snow. The poor 
little baby hear whined and cried 
and teased to be cuddiied uip for it 
was bitter cold. But she kept 
growing colder and colder and would­
n’t pay any ’tentiom to hlitm and then 
th » little baby grew colder and cold­
er and then went to sleep and woke 
up in bear heaven, possibly.
The next day the boys went back 
tc see if perhaps they had killled 
the old bear and they were tniudh 
surprised to find that they diid and
CUMBERLAND LINEN
A n e w  lin e  o f
d a i n t y  s t a t i o n e r y .
Correspondence Cards
wo sizes, and th ree  d iffe re n t sh ap es  in s ta tion ery .
50c value fo r  25c.
FLOYD E. PARKER,
Store
P. 1, BEAL BLOCK, PHILLIPS, MAINE
DAY HOURS: 11 A. M. to 12 M. 5 P. M. to 6 P. M. 
STORE W H E R E  Y O U R  T R A D E  IS  A P P R E C IA T E D ,
Gift’s Greatest Grace.
The greatest grace of a gift, per­
haps, is that it anticipates and admits 
of no return.—Longfellow.
TORY HILL
EUST1S
March 6.
Wayne Fletcfheir and family have 
returned home.
Horace Potter bias retunnled home.
M,rs. George Ricker was home freon 
Stratton over Sunday.
Mr. and -Mrs. Omer Durr ell of 
Stratton and Master Standfiish Berry 
visited at A. L. Taylor’s Sunday.
He,Ion Taylor has returned holme 
from Portland, wihere he has been 
attending Business College.
No school today, March 6, a® town 
meeting was held at the schoolHiouise.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gordon visit­
ed Mr®. E. A. Gordon, last Monday.
Mrs. Arthur Robertson i® cn tine 
sick ldist.
Irvin Newell has returned to his 
home to Freeman after working at 
Flagstaff tihi® winter.
William Lockyer went down river 
last week to attend tlie funeral of E. 
P. ViLes who died very suddenly.
WEST FREEMAN
_ March 7.
March so far has not roared, very 
loudly, neither has fit been conspicu­
ously lamb-like. A little snow at 
thiis time is helping out tlie sledding.
Samuel Huff had1 the misfortune the 
other day to lose a valuable colt. He 
had him harnessed to a sleigh and 
was out exercising hfim. .when Ii© 
struck some Joe, fioundered and fell, 
injuring himself internally so that 
he died that night.
About two weeks ago tlie West 
Freeman Thimble Club held an oil* 
fashioned spelling school wiitli a box 
social at the close. The night was 
very dark and stormy but the few 
present reported a jolly good time. 
Mrs. Nettie Huff won the prize for 
being the last one “ spelled down.’’ 
Mns. Ed Peary brought down the 
lions© with a humorous recitation. 
We all felt tlie need of brushing u] 
on our spelling and voted to hold 
another match, to tlie near future. 
The dlub is now'trying to raise funds 
for the purchase of am organ. It is 
quite desirable that we have one of 
cur own instead of borrowing tlie 
church, organ whenever special mlusic 
is needled. Hope our friends will 
patronize u® 1‘iiheraLly both by attend­
ing our entertainments and Paying 
of us the useful airticlies we have con­
stantly for sale.
I. P. Savage has been on the sick 
List for more than, a week past, but 
is now improving.
Mir. and Mrsi. Eland Webster Have 
returned from their trip down coun­
try.
Miss Ella Willard from Wield i® 
visiting her grand parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Nathaniel Willard.
iCliapim Marden passed, aiw,ay 
week and was buried from 
church Thursday, March, 2.
There bias been much sickness, 
about us but we believe all are 
proving at tluiis writing.
tost
the
all
im-
DANG ERS OF DRAFT
Drafts feel best when, we are hot 
and perspiring, just when they are 
most dangerous and the result is 
Neuralgia, SS’tiff Neck, Sore Muscles 
or sometimes an attack cf Rheuma­
tism. In such case® apply Sloan’s 
Liniment. It stimulates circulation 
to the sore and painful part. The 
blood flow® freely and to a short 
time the stiffness and pain leaves. 
Those suffering from, Neuralgia cr 
Neuralgic Headache will find one or 
two applications of Sloan’s Liniment 
will give grateful relief. The agoniz­
ing pain gives way to a tingling sen­
sation of comfort and warmth and 
quiet rest and sleep i® possible. Good 
for Neuritis too. Price 25<*. at your 
Druggist.
March 7.
Mr®. Nancy Fairbanks visited her 
sister, Mrs. Chia®. N. Pilaisted and 
husband, also her nephew, He^aian 
Plaisted and family a few days' re­
cently. 'Slue returned to her holme 
in the village Monday.
Howard Gates and iMiss Marion 
Sargent went to King,field Wednes­
day far a few days’ visit with h.is 
sister, Mrs. Bernard Taylor and hus­
band. Mis® Sargent returned home 
Monday night.
Gideon Smith visited Ills mother, 
Mrs. Will Hood and, family one day 
last week.
Lewis Reed of the village spent 
the day with hi® daughter, Mrs. Al- 
den Moores last Thursday.
Miisis' Lillian Cushman was a guest 
of her cousin, Leslie Stimchfield and 
family one day last week.
Mrs. Chas. Hutchins and daughter, 
Eleanor were on tlie hill Last Fri­
day.
Will Hood is hauling pulp wood to 
the vllLage for Wm. Moores.
Evan Hutchins i® having a very 
serious time with blood poisoning in 
bis thumb.
In the items' week before last which 
did not appear to print, mention was 
made of the death of Mrs. Cynitlilia 
Partridge Robertson of Springfield, 
Mass., February 16. She was an 
aunt of Mrs. Will Gates and has a 
number of other relatives here who 
will be pained to learn of her death.
Miss Fannie Brackley is very ill 
with' the grip.
Mfiss Patia Moores, who iis work­
ing for Mrs. Bradford Bead in Strong 
was home over Sunday.
Crows were seen on the Hill 
Monday. Blue jays are very plenty 
with aill tliefir noise and beauty. 
Thfy remind us that spring is not 
far distant.
LOSS OFJPPETITE
Most Successfully Treated by Taking 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Loss of appetite is accompanied 
by loss of vitality, which is serious.
It  is common, in the spring be­
cause at this time the blood is im­
pure and impoverished and fails to 
give the digestive organs what is 
absolutely necessary for the proper 
performance of their functions.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old reli­
able all-the-year-round medicine, is 
especially useful in the spring. Get 
it from your druggist. By purify­
ing and enriching the blood and giv­
ing vitality, vigor and tone, it is 
wonderfully successful in the treat­
ment of loss of appetite and the 
other ailments that are so prevalent 
at this time. It is not sjmply a 
'spring medicine—it is much more 
Ithan that—but it is the best spring 
jnedicine.
•  Hood’s Sarsaparilla' makes ' the 
[rich red blood that the stomach and 
[other digestive _organs^need. Get  ^
[it_today.
RESO LUTIO NS OF RESPECT
Whereas, our heavenly Father has 
seen fit to remove from, ouir midst our 
beloved brother, William True, there­
fore be fit
Resolved: That to the death of
Brother True, Mt. Saddleback Lodge, 
No. 92 I. O. O. F., lias lost a mem­
ber, wfho with litis genial and eniter- 
taiming manner was ever welteom© to 
our miidst, and one wiho was ever 
faithful to the obligations and prin­
ciples of Oddfellowslhiip, hois family 
a kind and loving husband and fath­
er, and tlie community at large an 
esteemed and respected citizen,.
Resolved: That we extend our
deepest sympathy to the family of 
cur deceased brother, and as, a token 
of respect a copy of these resolut­
ions' be spread upon our records, and 
cue sent to the family, and that our 
charter be drapied to mourning for^a 
period of thirty days.
George W. Grover,
W. iS. Toothaker,
H. O. White,
Committee on Resolutions.
OBITUARY
E L IZ A B E TH  M. W E LC H
Elizabeth M., daughter of Simon 
and Matilda Bangs Booker, and be­
loved wife of Geo. M. Welch,, de­
parted this life after an illness of 
but three days (with acute indiges­
tion) on January 20.
She wais educated to the schools 
of ilier native town, and successfully 
taught several term®, of school to 
Phillips and Madrid.
iSIlie wais united in marriage witih 
Geo. M. Welch of Strong, and for a 
year and a half resided there where 
her sunny disposition won for her 
many friends.
In the early years of the Rumfcrd 
boom to 1893 Mir. and Mins. Welch 
went to that place, built and estab­
lished a ham© fin Mexico. Since that 
time they have been identified In the 
business and social life of the place.
Mrs. Welch left to mourn her loss 
her immediate family of five sons 
and two daughters, besides the be­
reaved husband, alls© her aged par­
ents, a brother, Wm. Booker of Phil­
lips, two sister®, Mrs. Annie iS'tev- 
en® of Portland and Mrs. Nan Leav­
itt of Phillips, besides her many 
friends of former and more recent
- Germ® of Disease should be 
promptly expelled from the blood. 
This is a time when the system is 
especially susceptible to them,. Get 
rid of all impurities in the blood by 
taking Hood’s 'Sarsaparilla, and thus 
fortify your whole body and prevent 
Illness.
years.
The funeral was held from the late 
residence Sunday afternoon at 2 
o'clock. The interment was in tine 
Farrington cemetery beside her little 
daughter, Lura. The floral remem­
brances were many and beautiful.
MRS. MARY C. W H IT N E Y  CUSH- 
MAN.
Mrs. Mary C. Whitney Cushman, 
who passed: from this life, on the 
morning of February 25th, at the 
home of her daughter, Mrs1. Aura 
Davenport, was a twin sister to the 
late Dr. Joseph C. Whitney. They 
were the fifth, and sixth, children of 
the late Capt. B. M. and' Susan 
Wells Whitney; born in Phillips on 
the 26th day of February, 1838.
In her girlhood she attended the 
village schools, and later on, several 
short term high schools that were us­
ually taught fin the autumn by some 
college student.
Sh© taught several term® of school 
summers, and was, one year, with 
her older sisters, fin the straw shops 
in Massaclhusett.
She was united to marriage to the 
late Mr. George H. Cuslhmian in Feb­
ruary, 1858. She early fin life em­
braced the Christian religion and be­
came a member of the M. E. church, 
and has always lived a cons,istant
Christian life, a kind neighbor, a lov­
ing daughter, a true and devoted 
wife.
The respect and love of her many 
friends was well attested to by the 
many and beautiful flowers from 
them, which was tastily arranged a- 
bout lier casket.
By her request Hie last sad rites to 
her memory was held, at th© home 
of JVir. Boniney E. Webber, fin the 
same house and rooms, where her be­
loved husband passed away and from 
which he was burled.
Her remains were laid to rest 
beside her husband to' Riverside 
cemetery at Phillips village.
CARD OF T H A N K S .
We employ this mean® to thank 
the many friends and, neighbors wiho 
so kindly gave us sympathy and as­
sistance during the sickness hind 
after the death of our relative and 
friend, Mrs. M'airy C. Cushman,.
Mir. and1 Mrs. M. H. Davenptotrt, 
Dexter B. Whitney,
Martini Whitney,
Mrs. Olaf Nelson,
Mrs. Blanche Raymond',
E. H. Whitney.
CARD OF T H A N K S .
We wish to thank the many friends 
in Phillips and tlie boys of the 
Sandy River Railroad, wiho so kind­
ly remembered us at this time of 
our great sorrow, by words of sym­
pathy and beautiful floral tributes'. 
Mrs. F. A. Lawton,
Mr. and, Mrs. Herbert M. Lawton, 
Mr. and Mrs. Lean P. Lawton: 
Gardiner, (Me
It pays to  
Stock F ood .
use a good
PRATT'S
answ ers all requirem ents.
F or Sale 
at
Whitney’s Pharmacy,
Phillips, Maine
■  MAI,NE WOODS, P H IL L IP S ,  M A IN E .  M A R C H  9, 1916.
W ORDS FROM HOM E
Statements That May Be Investiga­
ted Testimony of Phillips Citi­
zens.
When a Phillips citizen comes to 
the front, telling lias friends and 
neighbors of his experience, you can 
rely on his sincerity. The state­
ments of people residing in far away 
places do not command your con­
fidence. Home endorsement is the 
kind that backs Doan’s Kidney 
Pills. Such testimony is convinc­
ing. Investigation proves it true.
'Below is a statement of a Phillips 
resident. No stronger proof of mer­
it can be had.
Henry W. True, tailor, Main St., 
Phillips, says: “ I have used Doan’s 
Kidney Pills at different times and 
they have never failed to give re­
lief. I know of no other medicine 
that is so effective. When I have 
slight attacks of kidney trouble, I 
get a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills 
at Preble’s Drug Store and a few 
doses make my kidneys all right a- 
gain.”
OVER THREE YEARS LATER Mr 
True said: “ I never use any other 
medicine but Doan’s Kidney Pills for 
they answer my purpose.”
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’t 
simply ask for a kidney remedy 
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—'the same 
that Mr. True had. Foster-Milburn 
Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
REED’ S MILL.
March 5.
There was a good attendance at 
cburcb Sunday. For various, reasons 
Mis® Leathers ha® been unable to 
niieet with u® since the 23 rd of Jan­
uary and all! were pleased to greet 
her once more. She gave us a fine 
sermon from .the text, ‘ ‘Wihat Hath 
Cod Wrought?” There will be 
preaching services again next Sun­
day ait the usual hour. If nothing 
happen® to prevent, Mils® Leathers 
will' be with us on Fiat diate.
Tlhe sick ones are ail cm the gain.
F. H. Hathaway and Deacon Mor­
rill Wing were chosen delegates to 
attend the Quarterly meeting to be 
bold thl® week at North Ghesitervidle.
Ivan and, Marion, Davenport made 
a surprise party to celebrate the 42nd 
anniversary of their father’s birth, 
Saturday evening, inviting tn the 
nearest neighbors. A very pheasant 
social, evening was passed, interspers­
ed with, vocal and instrumental music. 
A generous treat of candy and pea­
nut® was passed. Some token® of 
remembrance were left by the guests, 
among which was a very pretty birth­
day cake made by Mlrs. El win Mc­
Laughlin.
Miss Linmie Carvilile of Farming- 
ten was the gue&t over Sunday of 
her brother and sister, Mr, and Mrs. 
Milliard Dunham.
Evan Webber 4® hauling pulp wood 
for Bonney Webber.
Mrs. Warren Young bias been quite 
ill with grip, but is now convalesc­
ing.
Miiss Leathers was the guest of 
Gilbert Veter and has sister, Mrs. 
Alton Dunham Saturday night and 
Sunday.
Much /sympathy d® felt in this vi­
cinity for Conductor Robertson: and 
family in their great bereavement. It 
is hard to Slave our dear ore® taken 
from uisi,  but when we can H o o k  for­
ward to the reuniting an the other 
shore, it soften® the blow some­
what.
work.
The Obenton League, met March 
1st with Mrs. Cora Wheeler. It will 
meet in two weeks, with Mrs. S'. L. 
Mechiami.
Mire. 8. L. Mecham has returned 
home from her visit With relatives 
in Wilton,, and Mrs. Oroteaiu, who 
has been keeping house for her 
has returned, to her home in Phil­
lip®.
Edgar Welts had the misfortune to 
lose a good cow last week.
Geo. Gould has purchased part of 
the Ira Wing place of F. J. D. Darji- 
jumi,. more commonly known as, the 
Peter Adley farm
Mr. and Mrs. Dion Wing visited 
at N, D. Wing’® one day recently.
S. L. Mecham, ha® commenced) saw­
ing wood for the neighborhood with 
hi® gasolene engine,.
Miss Farm Gould, who was operated 
cai for appendicitis at the Sisters’ 
hospital in Lewiston, over a week ago 
we are glad tri report its getting a- 
lomig nicely at this writing.
Revised Motto.
Never do anything disagreeable to­
day that you can Just as well put off 
until tomorrow. By that tljae you may 
not have occasion to do it.
Making Good.
“Boo hoo,” cHcd the young wife 
tearfully. “Before we were married 
you used to say you would be willing 
to die for me.” “How do you know 
I’m not going to?” snapped her hus­
band. “I ate one of your darned old 
biscuits, didn’t I?”
MILE SQUARE
March, 7.
Mrs. Eunice Brimigion, who is 
ill, remain® about thie same.
E. H. Whitney and Mrs. J. M. 
WartlilLey of Phillips visited at H. W. 
Worth ley’® Sunday.
G. T. Jacob®, who i® on the sick 
list, seem® to he gaining.
Mirs. Mary Gleason of Phillips 
visited at H. W. Worth,ley’s last 
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Beal of 
Phliaildps' spent Sunday at Linwood 
Beal’s.
Mr. and Mrs:. Geo. Dunham and 
daughter visited at their parents on
CO M M ISSIO NERS' NOTICE.
Franklin, ss.
Feb. 26, A. D„ 1916.
We, the undersigned, having been 
uly appointed by the Honorable J. 
II. Thompson Judge of Probate with- 
in' and for said County, Commission­
ers to receive and decide upen the 
claims of the creditors of Jonathan 
Dill late ctf Weld In said County, de­
ceased, whose estate lias been repre­
sented insolvent, hereby give public 
lattice agreeably to the order of the 
said Judge of Probate, - that six 
month® from and after the fifteenth 
day of February, A. D., 1916 have 
been allowed to said creditors to pre­
sent and prove their claims, and that 
we will attend to the duty assigned 
us at the office of Summer P. Mills 
in Farmiaigton in said couaity on the 
tenth day of May, A. D., 1916 and 
the fifteenth day cl  August, A. D., 
1916, at ten of the clock in the fore- 
no cn of each cf said days.
Kenneth A. Roilns, 
Sumner P. Mill®,
Commissioners.
the HPT Sunday.
Mr, and Mir®. J. E. Noblie Visited 
at Harry Chandler’® in Strong Sun-
H A R T FO R D  F IR E IN S U R A N C E  CO., 
HA RTFO RD , CONN.
day.
into®. Carrie Furbish 
for her father, G. T. 
very sick.
i® helping care 
Jacob®, who i®
F IR E  ASSOCIATION OF P H I LA DEL-
PH 1 A.
Asset® Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, $757,094.34
Mortgage Loam®, 2,017,841.66
Collateral Loan®, 85,826.00
Stock® and Bonds, 5,365,789.84
Cash iin. Office and
Bank, 609,238.13
Agents’ Balances, 745,877.83
Interest and Rents', 130,894.89
All other Asset®, 13,726.06
Grot® Assets, $9,726,288.75
Deduct item® not
admitted, 354,161.93
Admitted Assets, 9,372,126.82
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Losses, $439,245.64
Unearned Premium®, 5,687,467.81
All other Liabilities, 63,388.43
Cash Capital, 750,000.00
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 2,432,024.94
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $9,372,126.82
Franklin
T H E  T R A V E L E R S  IN D E M N IT Y  CO.,
HARTFORD, C O N N E C T IC U T .
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Mortgage Loans, $465,053.00
Collateral Loans, 27,850.00
Stocks and Bond®, 2,217,781.62
Cash in, Office and
Bank, 60,375.20
Interest and Rents, 38,668.67
All other Assets, 193,354.14
Gross Assets, $3,003,082.63
Deduct item® not
admitted, 157,513.65
Admitted Assets, $2,845,568.98
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Losses, $333,308.42
Unearned Premiums, 828,809.04
All other Liabilities, 107,504.28
Casb Capital, 1,000,000.00
Surpilus over all
Liabilities, 575,947.26
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $2,845,568.98
Arthur G. Eusti®, Strang, Me.
T H E  HOME IN S U R A N C E  CO., N E W
YORK
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Mortgage Loan®, 5,500.00
Stocks and Bonds, 32,243,257.00
Cash in Office and
Bank, 2,190,910.81
Agents’ Balance®, 3,167,578.65
Interest and Rent®, 269,786.00
All other Assets, 105,716.47
Admitted Assets, $37,982,743.93
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Losses, $1,736,205.32
Unearned Premiums, 15,878,826.00
2,000,000.00
All other Liabilities, 831,535.36
Casb Capital, 6,000,000.00
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 11,536.177.25
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $37,982,743.93
Fnamfkl&n
'
EAST MADRID
March 6.
Mi®® Feme Sweets,er is helping 
Mrs. Geo. iBamjum with her house-
Guard Children Against W orm s
Pinworms or stomach worms are some 
of the most dreaded diseases of children. 
Signs of worms are: Deranged stom­
ach, swollen upper lip, sour 
stomach, offensive breath, 
hard and full belly with oc­
casional gripirgs and pains 
about the navel, pale face 
|Of leaden tint, eyes heavy 
'and dull, twitching eyelids,
Trade Mark itching of the nose, itch­
ing of the rectum, short dry cough, 
grinding of the teeth, little red points 
sticking out on tongpe, starting during 
sleep, slow fever.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the family LaxaMve and 
Worm Expeller, will surely and quickly expel 
warms, correct upset «tomach and constipation. 
Adults are also benefited, and write me letters 
like this: "Dr. True’s Elixir has done me a world 
o f srood. John Glass, Houston. Texrs.”  At all 
dealers’ , 85c, 50c and $1.00. Advice free.
AUBURN, MAINE J/'At
Asset® Dec. 
Real Estate, 
Mortgage Lean®, 
Collateral Loan®, 
Stock and. Bends, 
Caslh in Office and 
Bank,
Agents’ Bailaaiice®, 
Bill]® Receivable, 
Interest and Rents, 
AH other Assets,
Gres® Assets, 
Deduct items not 
admitted,
Admitted Assets,
31, 1915
$715,577.93
465,500.00
*35,000.00
22,902,622.37
1.691,928.87
3,501,366.70
16,170.82
272,591.49
38,922.31
U N IT E D  S T A T E S  C A S U A L T Y  CO., 
80 M A ID E N  LANE, N E W  
Y O R K  CITY, N. Y.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
$29,639,680.49
1,361,853.07
$28,277,827.42
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915
Net Unpaid Losses, 
Unearned Premium®, 
All other Liabilities, 
Casb Capital,
Surplus over all 
Liabilities,
$1,551,493.02
$16,350,361.50
1.025.000. 00
2.000. 000.00
7,350,972.90
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $28,277,827.42
Furbish & Herrick; agents, Range- 
ley, Maine .
Read Estate,
Mortgage Loan®,
Stock® and Bends, 
Casb in Office and 
Bank,
Agents’ Balance®, 
Premium® dm course of 
ooflilecitton,
Interest and Rents,
All other Asset®,
Gross Assets,
Deduct item® not 
admitted,
Admitted Asset®,
$250.00 
231,750.00 1 
2,699,554.62
97,973.23
2,600.60
308,220.64
19,550.81
45,474.89
C A L E D O N IA N  IN S U R A N C E  CO.,
OF E D IN B U R G H ,  S C O T L A N D .
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, $443,780.58
Stack® and Bonds', 1,473,987.36
Casb In Office and
Bank, 179,561.90
Agents’ Balances, 269,550.22
Interest and Rents, 11,032.03
Gross Asset®, $2,377,912.09
Deduct Item®' net
admitted, 98,823.19
Admitted Assets, $2,279,088.90
Liabilities Dec-. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Losses', $148,580.76
Unearned Premiums, 1,442,334.04
A'l other Liabilities', 37,000.10
Casb 'Capital), 200,000.00
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 451,174.10
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $2,279,088.90
Franklin
N E W  E N G L A N D  E Q U IT A B L E  IN-
S U R A N C E  CO., BOSTON,
MASS.
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, 10,997.79
Mortgage Loans, 42,800.00
Stocks and Bonds, 2,389,666.75
Cash in. Office and
Bank, 230,448.13
Agents’ Balance®, 257,808.11
Interest and Rents, 17,110.67
All other Assets, . 87,462.73
Gross Assets, $3,036,294.18
Deduct items not
admitted, 75,563.89
Admitted Assets, $2,960,730.29
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Losses, $699,380.97
Unearned Premium®, 990,225.54
All other Liabilities, 43,008.65
Caslx Capital, 1,000,000.00
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 228,115.13
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, $2,960,730.29
A. G. Judkins, Farmington, Me.
Frank 1dm County
Agent Residence
Butts, Meall A., Stratton
Ellisi, Reed H., Rangel ey
Esty, Geo. M., Rangeley
Judkins, A. G., Farmington j
Lang, George F., Bombs |
Sylvester, Win., Eusti®
Vimimg, Winfield R., Strong '
U. S. BR A N C H  SUN IN S U R A N C E
O F F IC E .
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate, $171,925.04
Stocks and Bonds, 3,826,473.04
Cash in Office and
BaniK, 465,718.11
Agents’ Balance®, 501.294.75
Interest and Rents, 57,876.49
All other Asset®, 48,897.30
Gross Assets, $5,072,184.73
Deduct items not
admitted, 528,676.75 i
Admitted Assets, $4,543,507.98
Uabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
N§t Unpaid Losses, $240,509.00
U nearned Prom iums, 2,771,875.72
All other Li abilities, 73,586.07
Surplus over all
Liabilities, 1,457,537.19!
Total Liabilities and
Surplus, 4,543,507.98
Voter & Knowltom, Farmington,
Franklin Co., Me.
j T H E  F R A N K L IN  F IR E IN S U R A N C E !
NORTH AMERICAN ACClDEr 
SURANCECO., chS J *  
ILLINOIS.
Assets Dec. 31,1915 
Ileal Estate,
Mortgage Loons,
Collateral Loons,
Stocks and Bonds,
Caisflu in Office and 
Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
Bills Receifvabilie,
Interest and ltenla,
Gross Assets,
Deduct 'item® not 
admit bed,
vm.
437,615^
Admitted Assets,
Liabilities Dec. 31, 
Net Unpaid Lasse®, 
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities, 
Cash, Capital,
Surplus over all 
Liabilities,
Total Liabilities and 
Surplus,
Franklin
5i,«U(
1915,
$143,005:1 
214,637' 
4 2 ,H i:  
200,00.];
232,71;
ADVERTISE IN MAINE WOOD;
N o. Franklin 
M arble Works
Phill ips , Maine.
Monuments, Headstone; 
Tablets, Mantle Shelves, 
and
C e m e t e r y  W ork of all Kir.;;
Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Pro
P H I L L I P S  - MI
All orders by mail or in pen 
promptly attended to.
Phillips Hardware Co,
H e a d q u a r t e r s  for everytblnf 
in the hardware line
Lumbermen's and Blacknc/ 
Supplies, Doors, Windows,Stow 
Ti nw are, Plumbing Goods, Spit 
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Tamil 
M uresco, Gasoline, Cylinder 0 
Autom obile Supplies, etc.
We buy for the lowest spot os: 
prices and give our customers tk
benefit of the same.
Phillips Hardware Co
A L L  K IN D S  OF
FURNITURE
C. F. Chandler &S01
P h il l ip s ,  Maine
and
STRONG - MAINE.
$3,405,374.79
215,169.40
$3,190,205.39
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915.
Net Unpaid Ix>®se®, 
Unearned Premium®, 
All other Liabilities, 
Caisib Capital,
Surplus' over ti LI 
Liabilities,
Total' Liabilities and 
■Surplus,
Franklin
$566,466.00
1.084,8-22.98
238,916.41
500.000. 00
800.000. 00
$3,190,205.39
CO., OF P H IL A D E L P H IA
Asset® Dec. 31, 1915.
Real Estate,
Mortgage Loan®,
Stocks amid Boards,
Casb in Office and
®auk, 82.666.11
Agents’ Balance®, 269,022.60
Interest and Rent®, 22,959.72
$136,360.56 | Phillips, 
22,985.00 j Both 'Phones
1,547,464.67 I
E. C. Higgins, Mi
Office over National Bank.
Mail-
J .  B L A I N E  MORRISON
Attorney - at • La
Gross Asset®, 
Deduct items not 
admitted,
Admitted Assets,
Liabilities Dec. 
Net Unpaid Losses, 
Unearned Premium*. 
Ahi other Liabilities, 
Cash/ Capital,
Surplus over all 
Liabilities,
I otai Liabilities amd> 
Surplus,
Franklin
$2,081,458.66
30,607.41
$2,050,851.25
31, 1915.
$25,264.22 
729,251.72 
286,258.60 
500,000.00
510,076.71
$2,050,851.25
Beal Block. 1’hilllD* Fire and Lift I*nr‘"
Dr. W . J. Carter,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4. E'®**1 ‘
appointm ent.
5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Pop ^ 
wood wanted, deliveredst
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A BUTTERFLY
TEA GIVEN
Big Load of Birch— Enrollment for 
the Preliminary Speaking.
(Special Corresnondence.)
Kiaagfield, March 6.—The nannies 
of the pupils who have enrolled for 
the Preliminary Speaking Contest 
which, will take place the first of 
the spring term are: Emily Wood,
Ethel Boyce, Nyra Dolibler, Doris 
Brown, Sadie Hutchins, Lucille Vose, 
Stella Kennedy, Bernice Whitten, 
Dean Davie, Leland Paige, John 
Chieckley, Cecil Thompson.
Mrs. A. C. Woodard has been sick 
the last week with grip, tonsillitis 
and pink-eye.
Albert Gould was quite sick the 
last of the week for several days. 
Mrs. W. L. Whitteu has been con­
fined to the house with neuralgia for 
several days. Mrs. Harndein is ill1. 
Mrs. Laura Hodgkins is sick with 
grip. Her daughter Ruth came 
home Thursday night from Temple, 
where she is employed. Little Doro­
thy Stevens has been quite sick dur­
ing tine past week.
Miss Marion Sargent of Phillips is 
the guest of Mrs. Bernard Taylor.
Mrs. W. L. Love joy returned to 
her home in Hancock, Mass., Wed­
nesday after a week’s visit with (her 
mother, Mrs. Polly French.
Mrs. C. B. Gordon has returned 
and is again caring for Mrs. Polly 
French.
Mrs. Blanche Harrington Sampson 
was here Thursday afternoon and' Fri­
day morning coaching the K. iH. S. 
pupils for tine Speaking Contest.
The Grammar school went to Far­
mington Saturday to play the third 
game, the tie, with the Abbott 
second team.
Mis® Sadie Hutching, was admitted 
to membership in the Pythian Slat­
ers Wednesday evening. After the 
work a supper of assorted sandlwilcht- 
es, coffee, pickles, cheese and cot­
tage cheese, oranges, gelatine pudd-
PRO BA TE NO TIC ES.
At a Probate Court held at Far­
mington, in and far the County of 
Franklin, on the third Tuesday of Feb­
ruary, in tbe year of our Lord one 
thousand nine hundred and sixteen, 
the following matters having been 
presented for the action thereupon 
hereinafter indicated, it is hereby 
ordered: That notice thereof be
given to all persons interested, by 
causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively in 
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub­
lished at Phillips, in said Coun­
ty, that they may appear at a Pro­
bate Court to be held at said Far­
mington, on the third Tuesday of 
March, A. D., 1916, at ten o ’clock
ir the forenoon, and be heard tliere- 
or if they see cause.
Margaret H. Murphy, late of Ran- 
geley, deceased. First account cf 
Charles C. Murphy, administrator.
William I. Sargent, late of Madrid, 
deceased. First account of Herman 
0. Sargent and Samuel J. Sargent, 
administrators.
A true copy.
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court. 
Attest: Daniel B. Belcher, Register.
lug With Whipped cream,, assorted 
cakes and piles and homemade cand­
ies Were served. The 14th, and 15th 
of this month will begin the atten­
dance contest lasting until Novem­
ber 1, between the Knights of Pyth­
ias and the Pythian Sisters. Extracts 
from the by-laws governing the con­
test state that the member of eith­
er lodge attending tine most meetings 
will receive a badge of ihonor; any 
brother or sister attending more 
meetings than any member of the 
opposing side shall receive a badge 
of ihonor from each lodge; the de­
feated sidle shall furnish supper or 
such entertainment as they may 
choose sc me time between Noiv. 1 
and Nov. 15. The committee for 
the contest are L. F. Hutchins and 
J. E. Voter for the Knights of Py­
thias; Mrs. Alice Durneill and Mrs. 
Vesta Dolblier for the Pythian Sist­
ers. Six of the sick members of 
the Pythian Sisters were remember­
ed with, fruit, confectionery and food.
A pair of horses owned by Cleve­
land Ladd and driven by Curtis Al­
len became frightened at the sta­
tion Thursday morning and ran 
diewtn Depot street and around the 
corner crashing into Mrs. Augusta 
Parker’s piazza and breaking two of 
the posts. The pung and harness 
were smashed up considerably but 
l no damage done to the horses. One 
of the horses cleared himself at the 
piazza and ran, on down tlie street 
but was quickly stopped by the 
passers by.
The Kdngfield School Beard met 
the New Portland School Board at 
North New Portland Saturday morn­
ing in regard to school matters of 
the two towns.
The Sunbeams of Farmington High 
sohool defeated the K. H. S. boys 
Friday night in the closest and fast­
est game of the season,, both teams 
playing consistent ball all through 
the game. Small and. Dostie scored 
10 and 5 goals each from the floor 
for the Sunbeams while French shot 
six goals for the heme team. Rage 
bad his eye for fouls caging 14 out 
of 16 tries. The work of the backs 
of both was very good. There was 
a large attendance. A social dance 
followed with music by Peerless, or­
chestra. The score was, Sunbeams 
34; K. H. S. 32.
AH1 of the schools in town will 
close Friday ,fcr a week of vacation 
which will be followed, by the spring 
term of twelve weeks. The teach­
ers wiiil spend their vacation in town.
This largest load of white birch 
hauled by a four-horse team on a 24- 
foot dray was reported from Wood 
& Libby’s camp Friday, February 3. 
The lead measured 90 inches high 
and scaled 5 cords and 80 feet of 
green white birch and was hauled a 
distance of four miles from Black 
Nubble down the mountain by Guy 
Frost. Hauling operations here
asserted pies. The waitresses were 
Emily Wood, Shirley Merchant, Thel­
ma French-, Madeleine Winter, Don's 
Brown, Cliairlce Weymouth. Tine serv­
ing committee were Mrs. F. B. Hutch- 
Ins, Mrs. R. F. Cook, Mrs. iS. 
Sprague, Mrs. Carroll Lander, Mrs. 
J. A. Jackson. Mrs. Jackson were 
a big butterfly on the front of her 
waist.
MOVING PICTURES 
OF WILD LIFE
At American Game Protective and 
Propagation Association 
Dinner.
New York City, Feb. 24.—Norman 
MeClintock, the well-known Pittsburg 
naturalist and maker of moving pic­
tures of wild life, will show his films 
at the dinner to be given in con­
nection with the second national con­
ference on game breeding and pre­
serving, to be hielid in this city March 
6 and 7. This was made certain by 
the receipt of a telegram to that ef­
fect today by the American, Game 
Protective Association, under whose 
auspices the conference takes place.
Mr. MeClintock will show the won­
derful films of bird life taken by him 
recently on the Sage, Rockefeller and 
Word-McILhenny sanctuaries on the 
Louisiana gulf coast. Tliese are saic 
to be tlie best moving pictures of 
birds ever taken. They have not 
been shown in this city, and so the 
forthcoming dinner will afford New 
Yorkers their first view of them.
The game association' has endeav­
ored to secure for the dinner the 
most novel and interesting collection 
of wild life films ever seen. Dr. Ar­
thur A. Allen of the Cornell Univer­
sity faculty will show, among other 
things moving pictures of canvasback 
duck®, taken on, Cayuga Lake. Wil­
liam L. Finley, state biologist of Ore­
gon, will exhibit films illustrative of 
the wild life of the Pacific Coast.
George D. Pratt, Conservation Com­
missioner of New York, will show by 
moving pictures how forest fires are 
prevented and also the state’s inter­
esting activities in breeding fish.
The federal government will, be well 
represented. Henry S. Graves, chief 
of the forestry service, will discuss 
game conservation on public lands 
with special reference to elk, and E 
W. Nelson will detail plans of the 
Biological Survey for the improve­
ment of resorts frequented by wild 
fowl. W. L. McAiee, also # of the 
Survey, will discus© wild duck feeds. 
He is the leading authority on that 
subject in this country.
There will be morning and after- 
a t! noon sessions of tine conference cn
new highway will run. from the town 
of Jackman along tlie Moose river 
to the town of Rockwocd, cn the 
shore of Moosehead lake, directly 
opposite Kineo. At the present 
time there is only one road to Mloose- 
head lake, this hieing the highway by 
the way of Guilford,, Henson and 
Greenville from the south. The new 
highway will reach the lake from its 
western side, and will) allow automo­
bile traffic to proceed to a point 
within less than one mile of the Mt. 
Kineo House. The road has had the 
strong support of the Maine Central 
Railway.
Work willl be pushed on the hiigih- 
waiy with all speed during the com­
ing summer, but it is doubtful if the 
road can be completed this season.— 
Portland Express-Advertiser.
MAY ESTABLISH LOOKOUT  
ALLEGASH M O UNTAIN.
ON
The Maine Forestry Department is 
considering the advisability of estab­
lishing a lookout station on Allagasb 
Mountain,, up in the upper end of 
Piscataquis county in the Chamber­
lain Lake territory, over which Chief 
Warden Eugene Decker of Stillwater 
has charge.
In this territory at present Soper 
Mountain is practically the only look­
out. Priestly Mountain overlooks a 
part of this territory also, but is out 
of range of the whole of it. With 
the station on Allegash Mountain the 
territory could be taken care of much 
more easily.
IMPORTANT
HEARING
People Petition for Fishways at 
Cherryfield.
LIBBY TAKES 8 1-2 
POUND SALMON
Many Trout and Salmon Eggs to 
Be Hatched at the Knox 
County Hatchery
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Camden, Feb. 29.—H. W. Libby of 
Camden caught an SV2 pound salmon 
from Meguntiicook Lake February 16. 
Salmon and trout are biting well in 
all the lakes that have been stocked.
Tiber© are at the Knox county hatch­
ery 515,000 trout eggs to be hatched 
this spring, also 150,000 landlocked 
salmon, eggs to be hatched. The sol- 
man will be fed tills summer and 
most of them liberated in the fall.
We have four deeir at the park and 
they are doing fine.
H. W. Libby.
MORE THAN FIVE
LINES OUT
NO TIC E .
[’he subscriber hereby gives notice 
.t she has been duly appointed ex- 
itrix of the last will and testa- 
nt of William Soule Buker, late 
Weld, in the County of Franklin, 
leased, and given bonds as the 
j directs. All persons having de­
ads against the estate of said de­
ified are desired to present the 
ne for settlement, and all indebt- 
thereto are requested to make 
pment immediately.
Cbeila M. Kelley, 
binary 15, 1916.
N O T IC E .
The subscriber hereby-gives notice 
tLat he has been duly appointed ad­
ministrator of the estate of 
Louisa F. Dill, late of Phillips, in 
the County of Franklin, deceased, 
and given bonds as the law directs. 
Ail persons having demands against 
the estate of said deceased are de­
sired to present the same for settle-' 
merit,, and all indebted thereto are 
requested to make payment immed­
iately.
D. R. Ross.
January 18, 1916. :
these camps will likely finish t!be 
last of the week. They will get out 
a bent 1,300 cords of wibife and yel­
low birch,, rock map’le amid beech,. 
There will be work for the men at 
the mill sawing until May. The crew 
now numbers 19.
A daughter was tom  to Mr. aind 
Mrs. Oscar Morrison Saturday, Feb­
ruary 26.
Mrs. William T. Graham and little 
daughter, Ruth of Brunswick visited 
last week her brother, Dr. J. E. 
Car bland.
The Butterfly Tea given by the 
Woman’© Home Missionary Society 
of the Baptist church at the vestry 
Tuesday evening, February 29, was 
a financial success aindi received 
good patronage. Tlie room was at­
tractively decorated with butterflies 
made of tissue papeT by Mlrs. A. 
G. Murray and Mps. J. A. Jackson. 
Between tlie windows the U. S. flag 
was draped aind this was adorned 
with butterflies. Over each of the 
tables were suspended' a raw of 
butterflies on strings about 15 in- 
cheis from the ceiling in, imitation 
of lamps. The waitresses wore but­
terflies' in, their Lair and the food 
was also made more inviting by dec­
orations of butterflies. The supper 
consisted of baked, beans, birolwn 
bread, white bread, all kinds of sal­
ads, cheese, cookies, dougbmutsi and
March 6 and 7, and, the dinner will 
be given on th|© evening of the sixth. 
Ail meetings' will be held at the Wal­
do r f-Asto ria H otel.
An important hearing wag held on 
Wednesday at the office of the fish 
and game commissftaners on, the pe­
tition of numerous people for fish­
ways at the dam at Cherryfield over 
the Narraguagus river. The petit­
ioners were represented by Bert 
Wallace of Mdlbiridge and the oppon­
ents were ex-Senator Jasper Wyman, 
Lewis Lynch, D. W. Campbell and 
Cliarles Stuart, all of Cherry field and 
all operators of sawmills on the riv­
er. The litter claimed that they op­
posed the fliishrvvay not so much, on 
account of the expense but because 
of the low water, they even now 
having difficulty in running their 
mills, being obliged to husband the 
| supply. They admit there are some 
! fish in the river, but deny any con- 
I s.'darable quantities. The petition- 
ero claim there is-a great amount of 
salmon and other fish in the river 
and that the fishway is necessary.
Howard Wood, game warden of 
Piscataquis county, reported Saturday 
to the department of inland fisheries 
and game the payment of a fin© of 
$10 and costs by Fred Bart for fish- 
tog with more titan five lines. Tlie 
case was tried before the Piscataquis 
municipal court at Millb, Feb,. 17. The 
department of inland) fisheries and 
game has also received word of tbe 
prosecution of Joseph Longfley of Ban­
gor before Trial Justice Hermau W. 
Holman of Moose River, Feb. 14, for 
Sunday hunting, resulting in convict­
ion of the payment of a fine of $10 
and costs. The case wag prosecut­
ed by Forest Newton, the local war­
den at Jackman.
It was reported Saturday at the 
department of state that the total 
fees from automobile registration 
from Jan. 1 up to noon Feb. 19 a- 
Moumted to $63,551.
BEAR C A U G H T IN C ITY
JA C K M A N -M O O S E H E A D  ROAD.
Work on the Jackman and Moose- 
head lake highway is to begin at 
once. After many delays a right of 
way has been obtained, by the Maine 
Highway Commission and bids are be­
ing asked for clearing and grubbing 
about 22 miles of the proposed read. 
These bids will be opened at the of­
fice of the commission on February 
23 at 11 a. an.
The fight to get a highway into 
Moosehead lake from the so,-called 
Quebec road was one of the most 
spirited cf the last session of the 
Legislature. An appropriation of 
$22,50b finally was authorized and ad­
ditional subscriptions were obtained 
along the route to make the total a- 
mount available about $46,000. The
Takes Toll of Potatoes.
A watchman at the central crossing 
between Shiloh and Bridgeton, N. J., 
gets his winter supply of potatoes free 
by exacting a toll from each load that 
passes his way.
A fat black bear, weighing nearly 
400 pounds', was trapped, and killed 
on the edge of the city limits near 
Cowen park, according to a dispatch 
from Seattle, and about one and a 
half miles from the university.
The downfall of bruin was brought 
about by two unknown men, who 
sold the bear while, it was in the trap 
to A. Lampoert, a butcher of Red­
mond, for $20. According to tlie 
men who trapped the animal, it hod 
established its headquarters' o r  the 
•Lull near the Cowen, Park ravine, and 
jhad apparently decided to spend tlie 
winter there.
*The bear was in prime condition 
and had evidently found the back 
yards of Cowen Park residents fine 
foraging grounds.
C U T  T H IS O UT— IT  IS 
M d N E Y .
W O R TH
DON’T MIS'S THIS. Out out tills 
slip, enclose with 5<? to Foley & Co., 
Chicago, III., writing your name and 
address clearly. You Will receive in 
return a trial package containing
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound,
fc.r la grippe ooug,li,s, odd is and croup, 
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cath­
artic Tablets. Floyd E. Parker.
YOUR F IV E  HU ND R E D  MUSCLES.
The five .hundred muscles in the hu­
man body depend on pure and rich 
blood for their health and con,tractile 
energy which, is tlie ability to labor. 
If they are given impure blood they 
become enfeebled, the step loses its 
elasticity, the arm its efficiency, and 
there is incapacity to perform the 
usual amount of labor.
What a great blessing Hood’s Sar­
saparilla has been to the many toil­
ing thousands whose blood ft has 
made and kept pure and rich! This 
medicine cleanses the blood of all 
humors, inherit'd or acquired, and 
strengthens and tones the whole sys­
tem. It i,s important to be sure that 
you get Hood*© Sarsaparilla when 
you ask for it. No substitute for it 
is liik« to* 1 !
HAS E IG H T  C H IL D R E N
Mrs. P. Rehikamip, 2404 Herman St. 
Covington,, Ky., writes: “ I have
been using Foley’s Honey and Tar 
for nearly two years and can find no 
better cough, syrup. I have eight 
children aind give it to all of them. 
They were subject to croup from 
babies on.’ ’ It is a safe and reliable 
medicine. Floyd E. Parker.
M AK E TOM ORROW  A 
DAY.
BETTER
If thing© “went wrong” today, if 
you suffered from indigestion, slick 
■headache, biliousness-, bloating, bad 
breath, or other condition caused by 
delayed bowel action, take a Foley 
Cathartic Tablet now and tomorrow 
will be a better day. This whole­
some physic acts without pain, or 
nausea. Floyd E. Parker.
We have just the right 
cure for that cold. Don’t 
delay using it.
C. E. DYER
STRONG,
f
MAINE.
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SPRING TYLES
Hats and caps 
for men; new de­
s i g n s  and new 
shapes.
Boys’ caps 25c 
and 50c.
Men’s caps 50c 
and $1.00. Also 
shop caps 10c, 25c 
Men’s hats 50c, 
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, 
$3.00.
A t the C lothing Store.
D. F. HOYT
No. 5 Beal Block
P H IL L IP S , M A IN E
A gen cy  fo r  the 
U niversal Steam  Laundry
Open Saturday 
Evenings.
Suits a n d  Overcoats
at
$l6,$I7, $ 2 0 , $2 5 , 
$ 3 0  and $35,
IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
-----------* ■ ' The Sedgeley Store
A regular meeting cif North Frank­
lin Pomona Grange, No. 22 >P. of H. 
will be held din, Grange ball, Madrid, 
on Thursday, March l&tlh at 10 o ’- 
clocik an the forenoon. Picnic din­
ner.
J. A. Norton, See.
Mrs. Charles Fairbanks and daugh­
ter, Mrs. Alfred Toothaker were in 
Strong Monday to see, their daugh­
ter and sister, Mrs. Fernando Dow, 
who underwent a surgical operation at 
Dr. Bell’s hospital last w-eek^  Thurs­
day. The operation was- performed 
by Dr. Sturgis of Auburn 'and Dr. 
Belli. Mrs. Dow i® getting along 
nicely.
Mrs. L. P. Barney of Greenville, 
who has bieen the guest ctf her par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. Warren Bates 
for a few days, left Tuesday morn- 
dug. Sihe will visit friends in Fair- 
field before her return home.
We are sorry to report the con­
tinued illness of Rev. M. S. Hutch­
ins, as he is confined to his1 home 
by the advice of Inis physician, for 
an indefinite time. He filled the 
pulpit both morning and evening 
last Sunday but has not been as 
well since. His many friends will 
hope for an "immediate recovery.
Friends in Phillip® of Mrs. A. L. 
Robertson, nee Agnes Oakes were 
pained to learn of her death at her 
home in Rangeley from pneumonia, 
and much sympathy is expressed for
Richard Field visited his aunt, 
Mrs. Arbo C. Norton fin Farmington 
from Saturday until Tuesday.
Bast Sunday morning at the Meth­
odist church a large audience listen­
ed to a very impressive and inspir­
ing sermon by the paster, Rev. Bes­
sie F. Crowell on ‘ ‘What Oburclh 
Membership Means.’ ’ This subject 
was handled in a very able manner 
and all present were deeply imlpreas­
ed with the great responsibility that 
rests upon all those who take the 
vows of church membership upon 
themselves. The articles of relig­
ion of the Methodist Episcopal 
church were explained and the gen­
eral rules' read and 20 persons were 
received into full membership. Alto­
gether Miss Crowell has received 29 
persons into the ohuirch during her 
pastorate of two years and there 
are others to be received fin the 
course of a few weeks.
Mrs. Emma Shepard is visiting 
Miss Mabel Austin tin Farmington 
this week. Mrs. Gertrude Prescctt 
of Farmington is keeping house for 
her.
The sale held at Wilbur hall last 
Friday under the auspices of the 
Radies’ Aid and lEpworth Deague of 
the Methodist church was well pat­
ronized the sum of $25 being realiz­
ed.
Merton Handy was a week-end 
guest of hits cousin at West Phillips.
“ GOLD SEAL” RUBBERS
Are you satisfied with the wear of your rubbers?
If not, pay a few cents more for the “ Gold Seal”  Brand.
They will last you at the very least twice as long as any other 
first quality.
They are made of Para rubber only, the most expensive gum 
imported.
Insist on having “ Gold Seal.”  If you once discover their 
merit you will always want them.
Do not accept^ny statement that you can buy some other kind 
“ just as good”  for they excel all others in quality.
Remember the date when you bought them, and watch to see 
how they wear.
March and April are good months for shoe rubbers.
Compare the prices of “ Gold Seal”  rubbers with other first 
quality rubbers.
It is not what you pay; it is what you get that counts.
Price list of “ Gold Seal”  Rubbers:
Childrens’, sizes 4 to 11, 50c
Misses’, sizes 11 to 2 70c
Ladies’, 85c
Youth’s, plain edge; 85c
Youth’s, rolled edge, 90c
Boy’s,"plain edge, $1.00
Boy’s, rolled edge, 1.10
Men’s, plain edge, 1.15
Men’s, rolled edge, 1.25
Men’s short boots, $3.75 and 5.00
Men’ s Storm King boot, 6.00
Men’s Trouting boot, light weight, 7.50
the husband and daughters.
At the regular meeting of Hope 
Rebekah Lodge this Friday evening 
there will be an entertainment am 
light refreshments. On account of 
several of the memibens of the de­
gree staff being ill the degrees will 
not be conferred at this meeting.
There is always a ready sale for 
food and the King’s Daughters who 
held a sale at Edgar R. Toathiaker’s 
store last Saturday afternoon dispos­
ed of all of theirs in a very short 
time and cold have said as much 
more. They added $10.69 to their 
treasury. The sales ladles were 
Mrs. Edward Greenwood, Mrs. C. F. 
Chandler, Mrs. F. <3. Haley. Those 
who did the soliciting wiere Mira. 
Eva Toothaker, Mrs. Proctor Smith 
and Mrs. Fred Masterman.
Mrs. Etta True of Strang was a 
recent guest of (her daughter, Mrs. 
Norman Butler.
The 1913 Club will be entertained 
by Mrs. C. F. Chandler this week.
The W. C. T. U. meeting will be 
held with Mis® Luiette Tfimberliake 
Friday, March 10 at 2.30 in the aft­
ernoon. ^
Rev. O. W. Peterson was to lecture 
at Dixfield last Monday evening, the 
subject, “Through the Band of the 
Midnight iSun, a travel' tour at home 
through Sweden and Norway. It was 
illustrated by 100 ste reopt icon, view®. 
This lecture was one of the series 
given under tlie auspices of the Ad­
vance Club.
The furnace lately installed fin the 
Methodist oburcli is giving splendid 
satisfaction. This much needed equip 
meat is due to the kindness and 
venerosity of Mr. C, E. Parker, the 
furnace being practically a gift from 
him.
’ Mrs. Frank Bennett, who has been 
confined to the house for several 
weeks with the grip fis able to be 
out and- with her daughter, Lillian 
spent Tuesday with Rev. Bessie F. 
Crowell.
There will be a masquerade march 
for the -children, games and' other en­
tertainment children’® night at the 
Odd Fellows’ hall, M'archi 18th. All 
cMtldnen, who wish, will please come 
masked.
EAST WELD
. - M&rcb 5.
P. L. Olarry of Greene was in town 
last week, taking orders for enlarg­
ing pictures.
I. H. Buker went to Rumford last 
Wednesday.
Miss Minnie Buker attended the 
basket ball gam© at Wilton -last Fri­
day night.
Halford Buker was home from the 
Academy oyer Sunday.
Laura -Schofield was the guest of 
Minnie Buker last Wednesday.
Parker Bradeen is 'Stopping at
HOUSE DRESSES
, $1.00
SHIRT WAISTS
$1.00 to $2.50
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
C. M. HOYT,
Mr. W. L. Butler and Mr. and Mira. 
F. W. Butler of Farmington, Mr. and 
Mrs. A. K. Butler and Ernest Blutier 
of Skowfhegan and Mr. and Mrs. E. 
C. Landers of Strong were in town 
Thursday of last week to attend the 
funeral of their father, Mir. Benjamin 
Butler.
The March committee of the Lad­
ies Social Union appointed to give 
an evening’s entertainment some 
time /in March fis -composed of Mir®. 
Everett Knapp,, Mir®. J. Blaine Mor­
rison, Mrs. A. G. Cronkhite, (Mrs. 
Everett Beedy, Mrs. F. M. Ham/mond 
and they are at work on a short 
farce. Those taking part are Mrs. 
J. Blaine Morrison', Blma By rear, Em­
ma Russell, Kathleen Noble.
The annual business meeting of 
the Federated church parish will be 
held at the Parish House Saturday 
evening at 7.30.
Belle Phillips, Clerk.
CANNOT PRAISE T H E M  ENOUGH
Many sick and tired women, with 
aches and pains, -sore mluscde-s and 
stiff .jointo, do not know that their 
kidney® are out of order. Mrs. A. 
G. Wells-, Box 90, Route 5, Rocky 
Mount, N. C., writes: “ I am taking 
Foley Kidney Pills and cannot praise 
them enough fer the wonderful ben­
efit I derived iai such a short while.’ ’ 
Fu>yd E. Parker.
CH AN G E A B LE  W E A T H E R  BRINGS  
SICKNESS.
The changeable weather of March 
causes cough®, cold®, croup and 
grippe. There is no such thing as a 
“light cold”—none that a person can 
safely neglect. Foley’s  Honey and 
Tar is a safe and reliable family 
medicine that heal® inflamed, con­
gested air passages, stops coughs and 
eases breathing. Floyd E. Parker.
I
The
Phillips National Bank
Alterations on our build­
ing are now completed 
and we are again located 
there.
Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS, ■ MAINE
A Fine Line of C H A SE  & S A N B O R N ’S 
T E A S  A N D  CO FFEES
at
r 7
Butterich Patterns in StocK
No. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine Farmers’ Tel.
Jesse Whitney’® while sowing pulp- 
wood for Ezra Noyesi
Evern Acker helped I. H. Buker 
cut and haul a few 60-foot timber 
spruce logs last week. The logs 
are for Fred Whit in to help build a 
w-harf at the ishone of the lake.
A leap year bail was held at tine 
Grange hall last Tuesday night. -Good 
attendance and a general good time 
reported.
COLDS Q U IC K L Y  R E L IE V E D
Many people cough and1 cough— 
from the beginning of Fall right 
through to Sipring. Other® get cold 
after cold. Take Dr. King’s New Dis­
covery and you will get almost imme­
diate relief. It checks your cold, stops 
the racking, rasping, tissue-tearing
cough, heals the inflammation,,
soothes the raw tube®. Easy to 
take, Antiseptic and Healing. Get 
a 500. bottle of Dr. King’® New Dis­
covery today. “ It is certainly a 
great medicine and I keep a bottle 
of fit continually on, hand,”  writes W. 
C. Jesseman, Franconia, N. IT. Mon­
ey back if not satisfied.
I have bought the
B A R B E R IN G  A N D  PO O L
business of Samuel Desposito on Depot 
street, and shall keep a line of cigars, 
cigarettes, tobacco and soft drinks. 
Open until 11 P. M.
t a m p s  R  R O S S
:  HOME CANNED
5 Mustard Pickles, 25c
| Beet Pickles, 25c
Z Sweet Pickles, 25c
7 Rhubarb, 25c
f  Beans, 25c
= Syrup, 35c
I  Blueberries, 25c
* Blackberries, 25c
| Gooseberries, 25c
f  Pears, 25c
? Fiddle Head Greens, 25c
1 Beet Greens, 
■
25c
|b e a n
------------j
Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND 
POPLAR
P u lpw ood  delivered  at 
any poin t on line o f  Sandy 
R iver and R angeley  Lakes 
R ailroad.
H A L E Y  & F IE L D
Phillips, Maine
